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ABSTRACT OF THESIS
PERCH LANDING MANEUVERS AND CONTROL
FOR A ROTATING-WING MAV
This thesis addresses flight control of the perch landing maneuver for micro-aerial vehicles. A 
longitudinal flight model is constructed for a pigeon-sized aircraft. In addition to a standard 
elevator control surface, wing-rotation also considered as a non-standard actuator for increasing 
low-speed aerodynamic braking. Optimal state and control trajectories for the perch landing 
maneuver are computed using commercial software. A neighboring optimal control law is then 
developed and implemented in a set of flight simulations. Simulations are run with both a quasi-
steady and an unsteady aerodynamic model. The effectiveness of wing rotation and of the 
neighboring optimal control law is discussed, as is the importance of unsteady aerodynamics 
during the maneuver.  Wing rotation was found to be minimally effective in this case, but it 
showed potential to be more effective in further research.  The unsteady aerodynamic model has 
significant influence over the success or failure of the maneuver.
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1Chapter 1: Introduction
Most existing aircraft land through a conventional roll-out approach, where the aircraft 
still has considerable horizontal velocity when it makes contact with the landing surface.  The 
landing zone must therefore be large enough to allow the aircraft to come to rest with the aid of 
friction, aerodynamic drag, and possibly reverse thrust.  A perch landing, on the other hand, is
defined here by the aircraft having zero or near-zero velocity when it reaches the landing surface.
Such maneuvers are common in nature, as many species of birds practice perching in order to 
land on a surface with tight constraints, such as a narrow tree limb.  Indeed, a primary advantage 
of a perch landing maneuver is that it allows the use of an unconventional landing zone, such as a 
ledge or small platform.  
The most apparent application of a perching MAV is surveillance, especially in urban or 
wilderness environments.  Such an aircraft would be able to fly along a city street, through a 
mountain range, or even into wooded areas and perch on, say, a rocky ledge or utility pole.  In 
addition to eliminating the need for a landing strip, the bird-like maneuver provides the benefit of 
discretion, as the biologically-inspired behavior could allow the aircraft to hide in plain sight.  
From the perched position, the payload equipment would carry out the primary function of the 
mission, which may include capturing close-range images, video or audio recording, or 
environment monitoring.  When this task is complete, the aircraft would disengage from its perch 
and fly to a new target.
1.1:  Background
In recent years, interest has grown in the development of bird-like UAV’s, including 
biologically-inspired capabilities for these aircraft.  While perching maneuvers have been
successfully employed for decades with helicopters and other large aircraft, these maneuvers 
typically require long periods of time and large energy expenditures in the form of thrust.  
Because this study is interested in a low-energy landing and for other issues of scalability, these 
maneuvers are not of significant interest to the topic of MAV perch landing.
Designing machines that fly like birds presents a number of complications, including 
intermediate Reynolds number airflow and the complexity of feedback control, which have been 
studied and discussed in Ref. [1].  Indeed, there exist significant difficulties in merely taking 
measurements of animals in flight [2], much less discerning the method of control.
A study from the MIT Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence Lab has successfully 
modeled the nonlinear dynamics encountered at high angles of attack during a perching maneuver 
[3].  An optimal feedback controller was designed to minimize distance from the desired final 
position, and the controller was observed to exploit the airflow separation for deceleration.  The 
maneuver was successfully achieved both in simulations and empirically, and simulations were 
able to accurately predict the success or failure of a maneuver based on initial conditions alone.  
In a later study from the same lab, optimal perching trajectories were calculated for three
actuation variants of a single aircraft – no thrust (glider), a fixed propeller, and a propeller with 
thrust vectoring [4].  The optimal solution minimized actuator input and error from the desired 
final position, and a simple linear control design was proposed.  Ultimately, fixed-propeller thrust 
was found to be significantly beneficial for control, but the authors concluded that the added 
complexity of thrust vectoring might not be worth its slight benefit.  Moreover, the authors also 
2concluded that the effectiveness of none of these systems was comparable to that of any bird, 
indicating that there remains considerable room for improvement. 
In Ref. [5], a simple perching maneuver is simulated by a MAV with control actuation 
from the elevator and axial thrust.  A step input to the elevator is used to bring the aircraft nose 
up, and reverse thrust is applied for deceleration.  The flight trajectory is described in three 
phases: a relatively steep conventional approach; an extended flare where angle of attack 
increases and velocity decreases until full aerodynamic stall is reached; and a post-stall capture 
where the aircraft drops onto a landing surface with a positive angle of attack.  To optimize the 
maneuver, the initial flight conditions (including velocity, pitch, and angle of attack), the length 
of the elevator step input, and the time at which reverse thrust is applied were selected as 
adjustable parameters which were optimized with the use of a genetic algorithm.  A similar open-
loop maneuver has been demonstrated empirically in Refs. [6] and [7] with a MAV that is able to 
perch on vertical surfaces.  In this case, a glider uses an ultrasonic range sensor to detect an 
approaching vertical surface, which triggers a step input to the elevator.  This brings the nose up 
to a pitch angle of approximately 90°, which is ideally reached just before making contact with 
the surface.  In this case, the final velocity is not desired to be zero, as some dragging motion 
along the landing surface is necessary to engage microspines on the landing gear.
The use of morphing aircraft has been studied less extensively than fixed-configuration 
aircraft, though it is not a novel concept and has been under study for several years at Cornell 
University.  A perching aircraft with a morphing ruddervator is introduced in Ref. [8], where 
simulations showed that vehicle morphing to be very effective under many flight conditions, but 
less effective at high angles of attack due to airflow separation.  In a later study with a similar 
aircraft, the morphing configuration was shown to have improved controllability over a fixed 
configuration in a perch landing maneuver [9].
Ref. [10], which studied velocity control demonstrated by pigeons during landing, 
introduced a variable that could potentially be track for control purposes.  The pigeons in the 
study were observed to control braking by a tau function, defined as the ratio of distance to the 
target x over velocity, or   =  / ̇.  The authors found that the value of  ̇ is held constant during a 
perch landing, a relatively simple computation that may be useful when calculating an optimal 
landing maneuver.
1.2:  Objective
The research presented in this thesis has two principal objectives. The first objective is to 
determine the optimal trajectory and dynamic states of a perch landing maneuver. The solution is 
to be optimized according to a selected cost function, and a distinct solution is to be calculated for 
each of two aircraft configurations – a conventional fixed-wing glider, and a morphing variant of
the same glider.  The morphing configuration includes an elevator and a rotatable wing for 
control actuation, while the fixed-wing configuration uses the elevator only. The addition of the 
wing as a control actuator is hypothesized to have some significant effect on the maneuver, 
possibly allowing it to be completed in a shorter time or space, or at a lower cost.
The second objective is to develop an appropriate control law for the calculated
maneuver, which must be capable of correcting for various input disturbances. Controlled 
simulations are used to evaluate the effectiveness of this law under a quasi-steady aerodynamic 
model as well as a more complex model that includes unsteady aerodynamic forces caused by 
airflow separation.
31.3:  Outline
All models used in the research are presented in Chapter 2.  Included in this chapter are: 
the aircraft model, including geometry and inertial properties; system dynamics, including 
dynamic equations, actuator models, and aerodynamic coefficients; and simulation models 
consisting of Simulink block diagrams. 
Chapter 3 introduces the perch landing maneuver as the solution to a two-point boundary 
value problem (BVP).  All parameters relevant to the BVP are discussed, and optimal solutions to 
the problem are presented for both configurations of the aircraft.  A neighboring-optimal control 
law is developed and its effect on the perching maneuver discussed in Chapter 4, and the effects 
of an unsteady aerodynamic model on the controlled maneuvers are investigated.
Conclusions are discussed in Chapter 5, and supplemental materials are provided in 
Appendices A and B.  These materials are vital to the research but are not strictly necessary to the 
body of this thesis.  They include files used to generate aerodynamic data and Matlab code 
written to solve the BVP.
1.4:  Notation
The variables and symbols used throughout this thesis are defined in Table 1.1.
Table 1.1:  Notation
VT Total velocity, or airspeed
ɑ Angle of attack
θ Pitch angle
Q Pitch rate
h Downrange distance
s Altitude
δe Elevator deflection
δɑ Wing deflection
ue Input signal to elevator 
uɑ Input signal to wing
τe Elevator time constant
τɑ Wing time constant
p Unsteady aerodynamic state
CL Lift coefficient
CD Drag coefficient
CM Pitching moment coefficient
ρ Density of air
g Gravitational acceleration, 32.2 ft/s
S Wing planform area
m Aircraft mass 
Iy Aircraft mass moment of inertia
c Average chord length
4Chapter 2: Models
All models used to solve the perch landing and control problem are presented in this 
chapter.  These models include aircraft geometry and properties, rigid body aircraft equations of 
motion, aerodynamic forces, actuator dynamics, and simulation techniques.  Because this 
research is theoretical, all models are purely geometric or mathematical.
2.1:  Aircraft Model and Coordinate System
The aircraft model used in this study is a glider, roughly equal in size to a pigeon, with 
two longitudinal actuators: a conventional elevator and a rotating wing.  This model was selected 
both for its aerodynamic properties and its bird-like size, which is illustrated in Figure 2.2.  The 
perching maneuver is investigated for two configurations, the first of which is with the wing fixed 
at zero deflection.  In this configuration, the only control actuator is the elevator, which comprises 
the entire tailfin.  For the second configuration, the elevator and wing are both allowed to rotate
for aerodynamic control.  Axes of rotation for both the wing and elevator have zero skew and are 
located at the midway point of the root chord.  Deflection for each is limited to ±30°, where 
positive deflection is defined by the lowering of the actuator’s trailing edge, as shown in Figure 
2.1.  A NACA-0006 airfoil is used for both the wing and elevator. Key dimensions, properties, 
and nominal (steady-state) flight conditions are given in Table 2.1, and a complete geometric 
description of the aircraft is available in Appendix A.
Figure 2.1:  Rotating-wing aircraft approaching perch, represented by narrow bar
5Figure 2.2:  Comparison of aircraft model and pigeon in flight [11]
Table 2.1:  Aircraft Properties and Nominal Flight Conditions
Description Symbol Value
Wingspan w 1.64 ft
Wing Planform Area S 0.6835 ft2
Wing Average Chord Length c 0.4167 ft
Fuselage Length l 1.2 feet
Aircraft Mass m 2.06∙10-2  slug
Moment of Inertia Iy 3.7∙10
-3 slug∙ft2
Nominal Flight Velocity VT,nom 36.75 ft/s
Nominal Angle of Attack αnom 0
Nominal Pitch θnom -11.46° (-0.2 rad)
Because this research involves only numerical simulations, landing gear has not been 
developed for the aircraft.  Given that perch landings have been demonstrated with helicopters , it 
is reasonable to assume that some variety of skid-type landing gear would be used for the first 
generation of this airplane.
Two coordinate systems are used for the aircraft for different purposes.  The first is a 
conventional inertial frame (Figure 2.3.a), where x is parallel to the horizon, y is directly out of 
the wing on the right-hand side, and z is vertically downward (normal to the horizon).  While 
aircraft dynamics can not be represented elegantly in this frame, it is useful for defining position.
Figure 2.3:  a) Inertial frame coordinate system; b) wind-axis frame coordinate system with 
associated aerodynamic states
6The dynamic equations are presented in the wind-axis frame (Figure 2.3), which is a 
more natural frame for quantifying the aerodynamic forces and moments.  Local   and  ̂
coordinates are defined such that all translational motion is in the   direction; that is,   is always
parallel to the flight heading and velocity.  Consequently, the drag force is acts in the negative  
direction (in opposition to aircraft motion), and lift acts in the negative  ̂ direction (Figure 2.4).
Figure 2.3 also illustrates the state variables used in the system dynamic equations (Eq. (2.1)).  
The angle of attack   denotes the angle between the fuselage and the direction in which the 
aircraft is moving (represented by velocity VT), and pitch angle θ relates the fuselage to the 
horizon.
Figure 2.4:  Definition of lift and drag forces L and D acting on aircraft
2.2:  Aerodynamic Models
The flight dynamics are modeled using nonlinear differential equations for four 
aerodynamic states: total velocity VT; angle of attack α; pitch angle θ; and pitch rate Q.  The 
control inputs are the elevator and wing deflection, denoted δe and δw, respectively.  Given the 
state vector   = [        ]
  and the control vector   = [     ]
 , the dynamics are 
modeled as [12]:
 ( ) ∗  ̇ =  ( , ) (2.1)
The matrix M accounts for inertial properties, including mass and moment of inertia, and 
is defined as:
  =
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡   −
   
4
    , ̇    ( ) 0 0
0     −
   
4
    , ̇    ( ) 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 −
    
4
    , ̇ 0   ⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤
(2.2)
Two coefficients appearing in Eq. (2.2),   , ̇ and   , ̇, are aerodynamic constants for a 
given aircraft.  For the aircraft model used in this research,   , ̇ = −9.174 and   , ̇ = −2.607.  
These constants are explained in greater detail in the Aerodynamic Coefficients section below.
7The forcing matrix F, consisting of gravitational and aerodynamic (lift, drag, and pitching 
moment) forces acting on the aircraft, is defined as:
 ( , ) =
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡ −      (  −  ) −
  
2
  
   ( ,    ,   )
     +      (  −  ) −
  
2
  
     ,    ,    ,  ̇,  ̇  
 
   
2
  
   ( ,    ,   ) ⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤
(2.3)
The drag and moment coefficients CD and CM are always considered quasi-steady, or 
dependent only on instantaneous values of α, δe, and δw, and their calculation is discussed in the 
Aerodynamic Coefficients section below.  The lift coefficient CL will be considered as part of 
both quasi-steady and unsteady aerodynamic models. For the unsteady model, CL is a function of 
not only α, δe, and δw, but also the time derivatives  ̇ and  ̇ ; this model is discussed in detail on 
pp. 15.
In addition to the four aerodynamic states, downrange distance s and altitude h are 
included as states in the solution code:
 ̇ =       (  −  ) (2.4)
ℎ̇ =       (  −  ) (2.5)
Since neither s nor h appear in any other system equations, Eqs. (2.4) and (2.5) are not 
strictly necessary to model the system behavior.  However, with h and s included as states, their
initial and final values can be prescribed as boundary conditions, allowing the final position of the 
aircraft to be easily constrained.  Note that positive h is defined to be vertically upward, or in the 
negative z direction.
Actuator Models
Actuators are modeled with first order dynamics in order to prevent instantaneous 
changes to δe and δw, the deflections of the elevator and wing.  The actuator dynamics are 
modeled as:  
 ̇  =
1
  
(   −   ) (2.6)
 ̇  =
1
  
(   −   )	, (2.7)
where ue and uw are input signals to the elevator and wing, and τe and τw are time constants for 
response delay.  Both actuators are assumed to respond at 20 Hz, so a value of 50ms is used for τe
and τw.
8Aerodynamic Coefficients
The aerodynamic lift, drag, and moment coefficients are calculated using Missile Datcom
[13], a program that operates from an input text file containing information on flight conditions 
(Mach number, angle of attack), a geometric description of the aircraft, airfoil type, and wing or
elevator deflection. For complete Missile Datcom input files used in this research, see Appendix 
A.  The output text file serves as a lookup table, giving normal, axial, and moment coefficients
(CN, CA, and CM, respectively) as functions of  ,   , and   , as well as the constants   , ̇ and 
  , ̇.  The drag and lift coefficients are determined by the following relationships:
   =    cos( ) +    sin( ) (2.8)
  ,    =    cos( ) −    sin( ) (2.9)
In Eq. (2.9), CL,sep is the lift coefficient due to separated flow over the airfoil [14].  For 
the quasi-steady aerodynamic model, it is assumed that the total lift coefficient CL is equal to 
  ,    =   ,   ( ,    ,   ).  However, in the following subsection, a complex aerodynamic model 
is introduced where lift is also affected by attached flow, which is dependent on the rate at which 
the wing and the aircraft are rotating.  For this reason, the lift coefficient calculated by Missile 
Datcom is here called CL,sep in order to distinguish it from the   ,    =   ,     ,    ,  ̇,  ̇  
discussed in the following section.
Lift, drag, and moment coefficients are plotted as functions of α and δe in Figure 2.5
through Figure 2.8, and as functions of α and δw in Figure 2.9 Figure 2.12. It is apparent that the 
elevator has little effect on lift and drag, but it has a significant effect on pitching moment at low 
angles of attack.  Conversely, lift and drag forces are created primarily by airflow over the wing, 
so wing deflection effectively shifts the lift and drag curves along the horizontal axis.  The effect
of the wing on the pitching moment is much less linear, but for small deflections (5° or less), the 
effect is similar to that of the elevator.
9Figure 2.5:  Lift coefficient as a function of angle of attack and elevator deflection
Figure 2.6:  Drag coefficient as a function of angle of attack and elevator deflection
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Figure 2.7:  a) Moment coefficient across full range of elevator deflection; b) moment coefficient
for small elevator deflection
a)
b)
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Figure 2.8:  Moment coefficient as a function of angle of attack and elevator deflection
a)
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Figure 2.9:  Lift coefficient as a function of angle of attack and wing deflection; curves shown for 
discrete deflections (a) and as a surface (b)
b)
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Figure 2.10:  Drag coefficient as a function of angle of attack and wing deflection; curves shown 
for discrete deflections (a) and as a surface (b)
b)
a)
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Figure 2.11:  a) Moment coefficient across full range of wing deflection; b) moment coefficient 
for small wing deflection
a)
b)
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Figure 2.12:  Moment coefficient as a function of angle of attack and wing deflection
Unsteady Aerodynamics
It was shown by Reich, Eastep, & Altman [14] that unsteady aerodynamic effects from
attached airflow can have a significant effect on MAV dynamics.  The lift coefficient due to 
attached flow CL,att is dependent on the total angle of attack of the wing    as well as its rate of 
change; this angle is defined in Eq. (2.10) as the sum of the aircraft angle of attack and the wing 
rotation angle.  The formula for the attached lift coefficient is given in Eq. (2.11), where a0 = 2π
is the 2-D lift curve slope, a = 0.055 feet is the offset between pitch location (i.e., aircraft center 
of mass) and wing midchord, and b = 0.21 feet is the semi-chord.
   =   +    (2.10)
  ,   (  ,  ̇ ) =     
 
2  
 ̇  +    +
 
  
 
 
 
−      ̇   (2.11)
The relative contributions of separated and attached flow are determined by a new
aerodynamic state p, which is defined by Goman and Khrabrov’s first order dynamics [15]:
   ̇ =   (   −    ̇ ) −   (2.12)
The first time constant τ1 controls the response speed of p, and τ2 represents a delay in 
flow separation caused by the wing rotation speed.  Following Reich et al, these constants are 
taken to be    = 4.55
 
  
  and    = 6.82
 
  
  . The variable p0 is a mixing function that 
determines the relative effects on lift of attached and separated flow.  Eq. (2.13) has been found to 
be an appropriate model for p0 [14].
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   =  
1																																																																																	|  | < 4°
−.3326        
   
 
|  | − 16  + 0.5											4° ≤ |  | ≤ 37°
0																																																																																	|  | > 37°
(2.13)
The total lift coefficient due to both separated and attached flow is  
   =   ∙   ,    + [1 −  ] ∙   ,    (2.14)
From these equations, a trend becomes clear regarding the type of airflow and its effect 
on lift.  For small angles of attack, p is near zero, and lift force is created almost entirely by 
separated flow.  As the magnitude of α  increases up to and above 37°, attached flow has a 
pronounced effect, and unsteady aerodynamics are likely to become significant.
The specific relationships and figures presented above and in [14] were found using a 
NACA 0009 airfoil.  Because corresponding data for other airfoils are not available, the formulas 
for a NACA 0009 are used under the assumption that the NACA 0006 is subject to similar 
unsteady aerodynamics.
2.3:  Simulation Method
Perching maneuvers will be simulated in open and closed-loop forms using a Simulink 
model.  The first purpose of this step is to verify that there is no error in the computation which 
would result in an infeasible maneuver, and the second is to implement a closed-loop control law.  
The model uses a Runge-Kutta differential equation solver to calculate time histories of each state 
for a given set of initial conditions and a defined control vector. The sample time for all 
simulations is 0.01 seconds.
Figure 2.13 shows the simulation block diagram in its most complex form, where closed-
loop control and the unsteady aerodynamic model are both implemented.  The diagram has been 
marked off into five main blocks, each encompassing a distinct functional stage in the simulation.  
Open-loop simulation with quasi-steady aerodynamics requires only Blocks 1, 3, and 4, and 
everything in Blocks 2 and 5 can simply be removed.  For closed-loop simulation with quasi-
steady aerodynamics, all blocks except 5 are used.
Block 1 uses lookup tables to interpolate actuator deflections at each point in time.  The 
deflection values and breakpoints are those calculated from the optimal solution, whose 
computation is discussed in Chapter 3.  The only input is the simulation time, and the outputs are 
reference deflections (or actual deflections, if Block 2 is removed) and simulation time.
Block 2 includes all closed-loop control functions.  The inputs to this block are 
instantaneous state values from feedback and reference actuator deflections and simulation time 
from Block 1.  The outputs are the actual deflections after modification by the control law.  The 
contents of this block are discussed in greater detail in Chapter 4.
Block 3 calculates the quasi-steady aerodynamic coefficients CN, CA, and CM.  The “Aero 
lookup” subsystem, expanded in Figure 2.14, requires nine lookup tables that are generated from 
the Missile Datcom output file.  The typical organization of these tables is also shown in Figure 
2.14, in the expanded “CN Lookup” subsystem.  The three tables, designated CN_DBI, CN_DDI, 
and CN_DStab, correspond to base increments, delta increments, and stability derivatives from 
the Missile Datcom data.  Because this block only calculates quasi-steady coefficients, angle of 
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attack and actuator deflections are the only inputs.  Lift cand drag coefficients are calculated as 
part of the governing equations in Block 4, and these equations are given in full in Appendix B.
The system dynamic equations are found in Block 4.  The quasi-steady aerodynamic data 
from Block 3 and unsteady states from Block 5 (if applicable) are fed into a Matlab s-file, which 
contains the initial conditions and dynamic equations.  Also shown in the diagram is an input 
block which is set to zero; this is for an additional actuator that was considered but ultimately not 
used in this research, and it can be ignored.
Block 5 calculates the parameters   ,  ̇ , and p0 required for the unsteady aerodynamic 
state p and lift coefficient CL,att.  A lookup table corresponding to Eq. (2.13) is used to determine 
p0.
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Figure 2.13 (previous page):  Block diagram for open-loop simulation with quasi-steady 
aerodynamics
Figure 2.14:  Aerodynamic data lookup tables (from “Aero lookup table from DATCOM” 
subsystem in Figure 2.13)
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Chapter 3:  Optimal Trajectories
In this Chapter, the perching maneuver problem is modeled as a two-point boundary 
value problem (BVP) with a set of known initial states, including orientation and velocity, and a 
near-zero final velocity (as well as other prudent conditions).  The path between these boundary 
conditions must obey the dynamic equations presented in Chapter 2, but the conditions alone are 
insufficient to fully define the solution.  For this reason, a cost function is defined which 
determines the optimal solution.
The BVP is solved with the aid of DIDO [16], an add-on software package for Matlab, 
which numerically computes the optimal path between the initial and final states.  Four separate 
Matlab files were used by to DIDO to calculate an optimal solution, and these files respectively 
define to the boundary conditions, cost function, equations of motion, and a main file to relate the 
other three.  All four files are given in Appendix B.
Optimal solutions to the BVP, including aerodynamic states and loads, control input, and 
the trajectory in space, are given for both the fixed-wing and rotating-wing aircraft 
configurations.  Imperfections in the problem statement occasionally resulted in solutions that 
DIDO described as “sub-optimal,” but these solutions will be considered optimal for the purposes 
of this paper.
The optimal solutions presented below were verified by open-loop simulation with the 
Simulink model described in Chapter 2.  If the results of the simulation differed slightly from the
BVP solution, then the simulation was run again with these new results in place of the original 
optimal solution; this process was iterated until the results of two successive simulation matched 
exactly. If the simulated maneuver differed greatly from the optimal, then the solution was 
deemed infeasible or unachievable and was discarded.
3.1:  Boundary Value Problem Parameters
In addition to the aircraft properties and aerodynamic models in Chapter 2, user-specified 
boundary conditions and cost function are required in the formulation of BVP. The boundary 
conditions define the initial and terminal points of the solution in terms of state values, such as 
initial or final velocity, orientation, or position, and the number of conditions must be at least 
equal to the number of state variables.  There exist infinite solutions between the initial and 
terminal points, so some criterion is required which will define the optimal solution.  This 
criterion is the cost function, an algebraic expression that is minimized by the optimal solution.
Boundary Conditions
Ten boundary conditions are used to define the endpoints of the BVP solution.  The first 
six conditions correspond to the equilibrium conditions of the aircraft in flight with no actuator 
deflection.
  (0) = 36.75	
  
 
BC 1
 (0) = 0 BC 2
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 (0) = −11.46° BC 3
 (0) = 0 BC 4
  (0) = 0 BC 5
  (0) = 0 BC 6
Terminal conditions are defined for only two aerodynamic states:  VT and θ.  The final 
velocity should ideally have a small nonzero value, as VT(tf) = 0 would create a singularity in Eq.
(2.1), but very small velocities were found to be achievable only when the aircraft was given 
several hundred feet to complete the landing.  Several iterations revealed that 9 fps was 
achievable in a reasonable space while still being slow enough to avoid physical damage on 
impact.  Ultimately, final velocity is bounded between 0 and 9 fps to allow for the lowest possible 
value, but .  The terminal pitch angle is bounded to ensure a nose-up landing, where the landing 
gear is certain to be the point of contact with the landing surface.
       ≤ 9	
  
 
BC 7
      = 40 ± 20° BC 8
The two remaining conditions simply define the initial position in the x-z plane as (0, 0).
 (0) = 0 BC 9
ℎ(0) = 0 BC 10
State and Time Bounds
DIDO requires that all dynamic states be bounded across the solution.  The bounds 
imposed on actuator deflections correspond to physical limits of the system model.  Rates of 
change, including VT and Q, are simply given large acceptable ranges so as not to interfere with
aerodynamic forces. Pitch angle is simply bounded so that the nose remains forward of the tail, 
and angle of attack is restricted to positive values only.  All state bounds are listed below.
0 <    ≤ 70	
  
 
−30° <    < 30°
0 <   < 90° −30° <    < 30°
−90° <   < 90° 0 <   < 110	  
−230° <   < 230° 5	ft < ℎ < −40	  
The initial and final times of the BVP solution are similarly required by DIDO.  Initial 
time is naturally set to t = 0, but a specific final time is not desirable for the solution and it would 
ideally be unbounded.  In order to effectively leave the final time free, it is allowed the large 
range of 0 < tf < 10 seconds (the perching maneuver typically requires 3-4 seconds only). 
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Cost Function
For a set of dynamic equations in the form of (2.1), the cost function J takes the form:
 ( , ) =  ( (  ),   ) +    ( ( ),  ( ),  )
  
 
   (3.1)
The objective of the solution algorithm is to calculate the time histories of X and U that
minimize Eq. (3.1).  The functions ε and β represent the event cost and the running cost, 
respectively.  The event cost is a function of one or more of state variables at a specific point in 
time t0.  For example, if the performance measure were simply minimal final velocity, then the 
cost function would be   =   =       .  The running cost β is an expression that is integrated 
over the total solution time.  Because it is integrated over time, running cost could be useful to 
minimize, for instance the energy required to complete a maneuver.
Several cost functions were considered, including the time or distance required, the force 
or acceleration experienced by the aircraft, and the required energy or power.  The cost function 
was ultimately selected to minimize the total inputs to the actuators, ue and uw, and has the form:
  =  
 
 
(  
  +   
  )
  
  
   (3.2)
Because the actuator inputs are dependent on both deflection and its speed (see Eqs. (2.6)
and (2.7)), this cost represents a mix of the energy and power required to control the maneuver.  
Note that for the fixed-wing configuration, uw = 0 ∀ t.
Now, having defined the dynamic equations that determine system behavior, the 
boundary conditions that define the beginning and ending of the maneuver, and the cost function 
that determines optimality, the BVP is fully formulated and ready to be solved.
3.2:  Fixed-Wing Configuration Results
The optimal trajectory (Figure 3.1) is similar to those found by Cory and Tedrake [3] and 
Crowther [5], with 3 distinct phases:  dive; extended flare; and stall/post-stall landing.  These 
phases are marked along the trajectory and aircraft pitch is illustrated at several points in space.  
Figure 3.2 shows optimal histories of the states VT, α, θ, Q, as well as elevator deflection δe and 
velocity decomposed into x and z components.  These plots are used for reference in the 
discussion below.
At s = 0, a large positive elevator deflection causes the steady-state glide path to
transition into a steep dive, where the aircraft gains velocity and pitches downward as far as -40°.  
After traveling approximately 30 feet horizontally and losing nearly 18 feet in altitude, the 
elevator deflection reverses, causing the aircraft to pitch upward to θ = 0.  With velocity entirely 
in the horizontal direction and a large positive pitching moment, the aircraft is properly oriented 
to begin a flare maneuver.
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Figure 3.1:  Aircraft orientation along trajectory
As s approaches 70 feet, velocity peaks and the aircraft continues to pitch upward past 
zero as it enters the extended flare phase.  During this phase, the aircraft climbs upward, bleeding 
off velocity to gravity and aerodynamic drag.  It continues to pitch upward, to a maximum of 65°,
until the elevator returns to a near-zero position and the aircraft pitches forward slightly, marking 
the beginning of the stall and post-stall landing phase.
Just past s = 103 feet, where the aircraft begins to stall and pitch forward under its own 
mass, the velocity reaches a minimum and the perch landing maneuver is complete.  Because 
minimal velocity is desired on contact with the landing surface, the landing surface should ideally 
be located at exactly (s, h) = (110’, -17.83’).  However, the remaining velocity allows for some 
horizontal undershoot, and the aircraft may be allowed to drop a few feet to a surface that is lower 
than expected.
a)
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b)
c)
d)
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Figure 3.2:  Optimal perching states and control input for fixed-wing configuration: a) total 
velocity; b) velocity components in x and z directions; c) angle of attack; d) pitch angle; e) 
pitching speed; f) elevator input and deflection
The lift, drag, and moment coefficients, as well as the associated forces and moments 
from Eq. (2.3), are plotted in Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4.  The point of aerodynamic stall is 
evident, as CL peaks at a value of approximately 1.2 and immediately drops off, while CD
suddenly increases four-fold.  These changes are not clearly reflected in the forces L and D, both 
of which have been dropping with velocity since midway through the extended flare phase.
e)
f)
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Figure 3.3:  Aerodynamic coefficients for fixed-wing perching maneuver: a) lift coefficient; b) 
drag coefficient; c) pitching moment coefficient
a)
b)
c)
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Figure 3.4:  Aerodynamic loads for fixed-wing perching maneuver: a) lift force; b) drag force; c) 
pitching moment
3.3:  Rotating-Wing Configuration Results
The perching trajectory for the rotating-wing configuration (Figure 3.5) is very similar to 
that of the fixed-wing aircraft.  While some minor differences are apparent, the two solutions
a)
b)
c)
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follow nearly identical paths in space and the same general trends in aircraft orientation.  The 
optimal states and control for the rotating-wing aircraft are plotted in Figure 3.6.
Figure 3.5:  Optimal perching trajectory (rotating-wing aircraft)
b)
a)
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c)
d)
e)
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Figure 3.6:  Optimal perching states and control input for fixed-wing configuration: a) total 
velocity; b) velocity components in x and z directions; c) angle of attack; d) pitch angle; e) 
pitching speed; f) elevator input and deflection; g) wing input and deflection
Interestingly, elevator behavior is also similar for both aircraft, though the magnitude of 
deflection of reduced considerably when the wing is also allowed to deflect.  Even more 
interesting is the fact that, for a significant percentage of the perching maneuver, the wing and 
elevator are nearly mirror images of each other; that is, they rotate by approximately the same 
magnitude, but in opposite directions, shown clearly in Figure 3.7.
The lift, drag, and moment coefficients, as well as the forces and moments associated 
with them, are plotted in Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.9.  Knowing that the fixed and rotating-wing 
solutions are similar, it is no surprise that the coefficients and loads are also very similar to those 
of the fixed-wing configuration (Figure 3.3, Figure 3.4).
f)
g)
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Figure 3.7:  Comparison of elevator and wing deflection
32
Figure 3.8:  Aerodynamic coefficients for rotating-wing perching maneuver: a) lift coefficient; b) 
drag coefficient; c) pitching moment coefficient
a)
b)
c)
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Figure 3.9:  Aerodynamic loads for rotating-wing perching maneuver: a) lift force; b) drag force; 
c) pitching moment
c)
b)
a)
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3.4:  Cost Comparison
While the trajectory of the fixed-wing and rotating-wing aircraft are nearly identical, 
there is a more pronounced effect on the cost of the maneuver as calculated according to Eq. 
(3.2).  The two total costs are:
            = 4.670 ∗ 10
  
               = 3.785 ∗ 10
  
Since the cost was defined as the square of the total input to the actuators, it is not 
surprising that the addition of the wing as a control surface reduces the cost by 19%.  Even before 
the rotating-wing problem is solved, it is apparent that if wing rotation were to increase the cost, 
then the wing would simply remain fixed at zero deflection.  However, it may be surprising that a
19% reduction in cost is the only significant effect of wing use.   The dynamic states, 
aerodynamic loads, and final position in space are nearly identical for both configurations of the 
aircraft, suggesting that the use of a rotating-wing offers almost no benefit beyond a reduction in 
the power supplied to the actuators.  Of course, this conclusion applies only to specific BVP 
formulation used in this research, and vastly different results might be achieved by varying the 
problem parameters.
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Chapter 4:  Control
While an ideal open-loop simulation is able to reproduce the optimal trajectories from the 
BVP solver, closed-loop control must be added to correct for disturbances in position and the 
other dynamic states.  In this chapter, a neighboring optimal control law is discussed and applied 
in closed-loop simulations of the perch landing maneuver.  The unsteady aerodynamic model 
discussed in Chapter 2 is also applied in closed-loop simulations, and its effect on the landing 
maneuver is studied.
4.1:  Distance as Independent Variable
Before designing and implementing a control law, the independent variable must be 
changed from time t to downrange distance s.  The reason for this change is that s is 
monotonically increasing and has a requisite final value, making it a suitable reference for 
control.  Time, on the other hand, is of little importance to control; a maneuver completed in the 
“optimal” time but with significant horizontal undershoot or overshoot could easily result in 
catastrophic failure.
Figure 4.1 further illustrates the value in setting s as the independent variable.  Both the 
optimal and actual trajectories start at time t = 0, but an initial state perturbation puts the aircraft 
off of the optimal trajectory.  At time t1, the expected position in space is point A, but the aircraft 
is actually at point C.  It is intuitive to see that, in order to reach the target final position D, B is 
more suitable than A as a reference of optimality.
Figure 4.1:  Comparison of distance s and time t as independent variable for control
Using s as the independent variable in a closed-loop simulation requires only minor 
changes to the dynamic equations and simulation parameters.  Each equation is multiplied by the 
inverse of the time derivative for s, as shown in Eq. (4.1) for a given state φ (see Eq. (2.1) for all 
state derivatives with respect to time).   In open-loop and closed-loop simulations, the sampling 
frequency is simply changed from the previously stated 100 Hz to 100 samples per horizontal 
foot, improving simulation accuracy and marginally increasing run time.
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  
  
=
  
  
 
  
  
 
  
(4.1)
4.2:  Neighboring Optimal Control Theory
A neighboring optimal control law is applied for feedback disturbance rejection.  
Neighboring optimal control theory [17] is based on the premise that there exist in the 
neighborhood of the optimal solution a number of close solutions, each with its own optimal 
control history.  The viewpoint taken by Stengel [18] is that these neighboring trajectories can be 
thought of as the result of small variations in any number of factors in the original optimal 
solution, including initial conditions, terminal conditions, system parameters, or input 
disturbances.  This concept is illustrated in Figure 4.2, where disturbances to the initial altitude h
result in two neighboring optimal solutions with the same target final position (sf, hf).  From this 
point forward, the results presented in Chapter 3 will be referred to as reference solutions in order 
to clearly distinguish them from neighboring solutions.
Figure 4.2: Possible neighboring optimal trajectories
A neighboring optimal control law uses a finite number of neighboring solutions to 
produce a local linear approximation of the control action in terms of the dynamic states.  If one 
or more states diverges from its reference value at a given point along s, then the controller 
linearizes the system at that point in order to generate an effective control action to return all 
states to their reference paths.  This control action, called    , is defined as
   ( ) =   
∗( ) + ∆  
∗( ) , (4.2)
where the reference control value   
∗ comes from the solution in Chapter 3, and the increment ∆  
∗
is calculated by the feedback controller.  The variables that are tracked for control are states VT, α, 
θ, Q, and h, and their reference values are denoted   
∗, α*, θ*, Q*, and h*.
The value of ∆  
∗ at each point along s is the sum of the products of control gains KV, Kα, 
Kθ, KQ, and Kh (together called the control gain vector), and state delta values ∆  
∗, Δα*, Δθ*,
ΔQ*, and Δh*, expressed mathematically as
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∆  
∗( ) =   ( )∆  
∗ +   ( )∆ 
∗ +   ( )∆ 
∗ +   ( )∆ 
∗ +   ( )∆ℎ
∗ (4.3)
The state deltas are defined as the difference between the actual and reference values of a 
state at a given point along s:
∆  
∗ =   ( ) −   
∗( )
∆ ∗ =  ( ) −  ∗( )
∆ ∗ =  ( ) −  ∗( )
∆ ∗ =  ( ) −  ∗( )
∆ℎ∗ = ℎ( ) − ℎ∗( )
(4.4)
The control gain corresponding to a state represents the partial derivative (or linear slope)
of δe with respect to that state.  In its simplest form, this can be represented for a generic state φ as
  ( ) =
   
  
=
  ,   ( ) −   
∗( )
    ( ) −  
∗( )
(4.5)
The simple form of Eq. (4.5) is insufficient for this problem because it assumes only a 
single neighboring solution and does not account for interactions between states.  In order to 
accurately linearize the system, several neighboring trajectories must be computed for a least-
squares solution to the gain vector.
Following the method of Ref. [19], initial conditions were perturbed according to Table 
4.1to compute thirty-two neighboring trajectories.  Two levels - one higher than the reference and 
one lower - were used for each state except α, whose lower level was set equal to the reference 
value in order to avoid a negative angle of attack.  The perturbation magnitudes were selected 
based on the ability of the software to produce feasible solutions; that is, the BVP solution code
was run several times with increasing magnitudes until the solutions were no longer successful in 
open-loop simulation.
Table 4.1:  State Perturbations for Neighboring Optimal Solutions
Neighboring 
Solution
VT0  0  0 Q0 h0
1 - 5% + 0 rad - 4° - 4°/s - 4 in
2 - 5% + 0 rad - 4° - 4°/s + 4 in
3 - 5% + 0 rad - 4° + 4°/s - 4 in
4 - 5% + 0 rad - 4° + 4°/s + 4 in
5 - 5% + 0 rad + 4° - 4°/s - 4 in
… … … … … …
32 + 5% + 4° + 4° + 4°/s + 4 in
When computing the neighboring solutions, two boundary conditions are added to 
guarantee that the aircraft complete its landing at the same position in space.  This position is 
taken directly from the reference solution in Chapter 3, though it was necessary to allow some 
small variation in altitude in order to produce feasible solutions.  Because the terminal positions 
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of the fixed-wing and rotating-wing trajectories are similar, the following conditions are applied 
to both aircraft:
      = 110	   BC 11
ℎ     = 17.83 ± 1	   BC 12
Figure 4.3:  Reference trajectory with twenty neighboring trajectories
Of the thirty-two neighboring solutions that were calculated, twenty were shown to be 
successful in open-loop simulation and are plotted in Figure 4.3 for the fixed-wing case.  These 
twenty neighboring solutions are used to calculate the elevator control gain vector Ke according 
to the following equation:
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(4.6)
Each delta value in Eq. (4.6) represents the difference between the reference value and 
the neighboring value at the same point along s, or:
∆  ,  =   , ( ) −   
∗( )
∆  ,  =   , ( ) −   
∗( )
∆   =   ( ) −  
∗( )
∆   =   ( ) −  
∗( )
∆   =   ( ) −  
∗( )
∆ℎ  = ℎ ( ) − ℎ
∗( )
(4.7)
where the index   ∈ {1,2,3,… ,20} refers to the ith neighboring solution.
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Because there is a nonlinear relationship between the dynamic states and the control 
action, the state delta matrix in Eq. (4.6) is singular, so a pseudoinverse operation (or left matrix 
division, in Matlab terms) is used to produce a least-squares solution for the gain vector.  
Representing Eq. (4.6) as ∆   = ∆ 	  , this line of code is written as    = ∆ 	\	∆  .
Finally, with the derivative control gains known from Eq. (4.6), the necessary elevator 
deflection     can be calculated with Eq. (4.2).  For the case of the rotating-wing aircraft, this 
same process is used for both the elevator and wing, with δe,   
∗, and     replaced by δw,   
∗ , and 
   .  The elevator and wing operate independently of one another, so no further changes are 
required.
Control Gains
Because the control gain vector is independent of the actual states during simulation, each 
gain variable has the same value at any given point in space (or time) for a given aircraft
configuration.  That is, for a given downrange distance s0 in the fixed-wing simulation, KVT, Kα, 
Kθ, KQ, and Kh are constants, independent of disturbances or the actual state of the aircraft.  A 
simple linear interpolation lookup table can therefore be created for each gain variable, though 
multiple tables were used in this research.
The elevator control gains are plotted along s in Figure 4.4 (fixed-wing simulation) and 
Figure 4.5 (rotating-wing simulation), and wing control gains are plotted in Figure 4.6.  In all 
three plots, Kh is large at the beginning of the maneuver but stays near zero past the point s = 20 
feet, suggesting that perturbations to altitude late in the maneuver have little effect on the control 
action.  Conversely, KVT tends to fluctuate about zero early in the maneuver, and then its 
magnitude increases significantly around s = 40 feet.  This increase is likely due to a convergence 
of the reference and neighboring velocity profiles effectively producing a near-zero denominator 
in Eq. (4.5).  The angle of attack has a more significant and consistent effect on control action, as 
Kα has a non-zero bias for both configurations.  This bias is not observed in the elevator gain for 
the rotating-wing configuration, indicating that control action to the elevator is relatively 
independent of α when the wing is also allowed to deflect.  A non-zero bias is also observed in 
the fixed-wing KQ, but not in the rotating-wing configuration.  Pitch angle gain Kθ does not show 
any trends of particular interest.
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Figure 4.4:  Elevator control gains for fixed-wing simulation
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Figure 4.5:  Elevator control gains for rotating-wing simulation
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Figure 4.6:  Wing control gains for rotating-wing simulation
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Application of Control
The neighboring optimal control law is applied to the simulation model as the control 
subsystem (Figure 2.13, Block #2), which is expanded to show details in Figure 4.7.  The 
expanded subsystem is again divided into functional blocks labeled 2a-2e, all of which are 
required for the controller to function properly.
Block 2a calculates the actual and neighboring state deltas from Eqs. (4.4) and (4.7), 
respectively.  The reference and neighboring states are linearly interpolated via lookup tables
according to the downrange distance s.  Block 2b uses the neighboring state delta matrix and 
neighboring control delta vector to calculate the least-squares control gain vector according to Eq. 
(4.6), using embedded Matlab code to perform the pseudoinverse operation.
As the aircraft approaches the target landing zone and the reference and neighboring 
states converge on the same final value, the denominator of Eq. (4.5) approaches zero, and the
control gains tend to infinity.  To correct for this, Block 2c applies the following saturation limits 
to each gain:
   :		± 0.040
    :		± 0.013
   :		± 2.0
   :		± 0.40
   :		± 0.20
Saturation limits were chosen based on maximum gain values observed during the dive 
and early flare phases of the landing maneuver (s < 80 feet).  The same limits were found to be 
appropriate for both wing and elevator control.
Block 2d performs the vector multiplication of Eq. (4.3) to calculate the control 
increments ∆  
∗ and ∆  
∗ .  Even with saturation limits applied to the control gains, it is common 
for these increments to be very large near the terminal point, where velocity is low and small 
deflections have little effect. The operation in Block 2e helps to correct this by multiplying each 
increment by [1 − (  110⁄ ) ], effectively scaling down the increments near s = 110 feet.
Finally, it should be noted that transfer function and saturation blocks are included in 
Block 2 of Figure 2.13 to filter the elevator and wing deflections.  The saturation blocks simply 
limit deflection to ±30°, which is defined in Chapter 2 as the physical limit of the aircraft.  The
transfer functions, defined as
1
   
  + 1    
=
1
   
  + 1    
=
20
  + 20
	, (4.8)
serve as low-pass filters with a cutoff frequency of 20 Hz, ensuring that the actuators do not 
deflect faster than the maximum response frequency, also defined in Chapter 2.
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Figure 4.7 (previous page):  Expanded control subsystem of simulation model (Figure 
2.13)
4.3:  Applied Control with Quasi-Steady Aerodynamic Model
To illustrate the effectiveness of the control, the aircraft is given a high initial velocity 
and low initial pitch angle and rate, or:
  (0) + 2
  
 
 (0) − 3°
 (0) − 3°/ 
These same step input disturbances are used throughout this chapter.
Fixed-Wing Configuration
Figure 4.8 shows the aircraft flight path with perturbed initial conditions and closed-loop 
control.  By the completion of the dive phase, the response is closely tracking the reference 
solution, and the final altitude is -17.5 feet, less than four inches away from the target.  The 
terminal states are summarized and compared to their reference values in Table 4.2.
Figure 4.8:  Closed-loop trajectory for fixed-wing configuration
Table 4.2:  Terminal State Summary (Fixed-Wing Simulation)
State Actual Final Value Reference Final Value Percentage Error
h -17.5 ft -17.8 ft 1.69%
VT 9.7 fps 9.0 fps 7.78%
α 65.0° 69.7° 6.74%
θ 59.4° 60.0° 1.00%
Q -15.7°/s -16.7°/s 5.99%
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As seen above with the trajectory, the aerodynamic states shown in Figure 4.9 are 
approximately following their reference paths by the time the aircraft has entered the extended 
flare phase (around s = 70 feet).  When the aircraft reaches the landing zone, all states have 
approximately reached their reference terminal values.
a)
b)
c)
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Figure 4.9:  Closed-loop simulation results for perturbed initial conditions with fixed-wing 
configuration: a) total velocity; b) angle of attack; c) pitch angle; d) pitching speed
Figure 4.10 shows that the elevator roughly follows its reference path across the 
maneuver, but the reference and actual deflections do not closely converge until the aircraft is 
well into the extended flare phase near s = 90 feet.  This is understandable, as this is the point at 
which all states have converged nearly to their reference paths; the convergence of VT at this 
distance is of particular importance, as KVT is at or near saturation for the remainder of the flight.  
Incidentally, velocity is decreasing rapidly at s = 90 feet, significantly attenuating the elevator’s 
effect on lift and drag forces and the pitching moment, so any large deflection would be generally 
ineffectual.
Figure 4.10:  Elevator deflection for closed-loop simulation results for perturbed initial conditions 
with rotating-wing configuration
d)
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To gauge the effectiveness of the control law, the open-loop flight (∆  
∗( ) = 0 ∀	 ) is 
simulated with the same initial disturbance. In this simulation, the aircraft follows the familiar 
dive and extended flare phases, but the maneuver (summarized in Figure 4.11) has obvious 
problems. While the plots show a velocity profile similar to that of the closed-loop simulation, it 
is also clear that the final pitch angle is 16° higher than the reference and still increasing.  More 
importantly, the total altitude loss is 33.7 feet, more than 16 feet below the target landing zone, 
and the final velocity is 26.4 fps, nearly three times the desired velocity.  T his landing is not 
likely to be considered successful; the landing surface would probably be missed altogether, and 
if contact were made, it would be at a dangerously high velocity.
a)
b)
c)
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Figure 4.11 (previous page):  Open-loop simulation results for perturbed initial conditions with 
fixed-wing configuration: a) trajectory; b) total velocity; c) pitch angle
Rotating-Wing Configuration
The landing maneuver is also simulated using the rotating-wing configuration, and the 
resulting trajectory is shown in Figure 4.12.  The reference and actual terminal states are 
summarized and compared in Table 4.3.  
Figure 4.12:  Closed-loop trajectory for rotating-wing configuration
Table 4.3:  Terminal State Summary (Rotating-Wing Simulation)
State Actual Final Value Reference Final Value Percent Error
h -19.0 ft -18.0 ft 5.56%
VT 9.7 fps 9.0 fps 7.78%
α 57.4° 66.7° 13.9%
θ 61.1° 60.0° 1.83%
Q -12.0°/s -15.4°/s 22.1%
A comparison of Figure 4.12 with Figure 4.8 suggests that a controlled landing may be
more successful with a fixed wing, and this proposition is supported by the results in Table 4.3.
While the fixed-wing trajectory has converged nearly to the reference path by the completion of 
the initial dive phase, the rotating-wing trajectory diverges from the reference at the same point 
and remains offset for the remainder of the maneuver.  This apparent regression to a less-optimal 
solution seems counterintuitive, as one would expect that the second actuator would simply be set 
to zero if it did not improve the maneuver.  However, it is important to recall that the only 
performance measure of the BVP solution was the input to the actuators, and that the final 
altitude in each neighboring solution was allowed a ±1 foot range.  Additional imperfections in 
the control model and in previously mentioned sub-optimal solutions (pp. 20) caused the final 
altitude to be about 0.2 feet outside of this ±1 foot range.
The complete profiles of the dynamic states from this simulation are shown in Figure 
4.13.   Compared to the altitude, these individual states converge approximately to their reference 
paths by the beginning of the stall phase, if not the extended flare. There is an exception in α, 
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which closely follows its reference path for most of the simulation but is unable to keep up with 
the steep increase near the terminal point.  To summarize what is shown in Figure 4.12 and 
Figure 4.13, it can be said that the aircraft loses too much altitude in the dive phase (as compared 
to the reference) and can not recover the loss in the extended flare phase.  One might describe the
flare as having been completed very well, but at the wrong location in space.
a)
b)
c)
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Figure 4.13:  Closed-loop simulation results for perturbed initial conditions with rotating-wing 
configuration:  a) total velocity; b) angle of attack; c) pitch angle; d) pitching speed
The actuator deflections for this simulation are shown in Figure 4.14.  Similar to the 
fixed-wing case plotted in Figure 4.10, the elevator roughly follows its reference path and finally 
converges to the reference near s = 90 feet.  The wing also follows a rough approximation of its 
reference path, but the two converge earlier, near s = 75 feet.
a)
b)
e)
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Figure 4.14 (previous page):  Actuators for closed-loop simulation results for perturbed initial 
conditions with rotating-wing configuration: a) elevator; b) wing
The open-loop simulation with the same initial disturbance, summarized in Figure 4.15, 
shows the same problems encountered with the fixed-wing configuration.  That is, at the terminal 
point, the aircraft is located 14.5 feet below the target, its velocity is 25.6 fps, and the pitch angle 
has passed 60 and is still climbing. Again, this would probably not be considered a successful 
perch landing.
a)
b)
c)
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Figure 4.15 (previous page):  Open-loop simulation results for perturbed initial conditions with 
rotating-wing configuration: a) trajectory; b) total velocity; c) pitch angle
4.4:  Applied Control with Unsteady Aerodynamic Model
To study the effect of the unsteady aerodynamic model discussed in Chapter 2, a set of 
simulations is run including the aerodynamic state p and the attached lift coefficient CL,att.  These 
closed-loop simulations use the same parameters, initial disturbance, and reference and 
neighboring solutions that were used for the quasi-steady model.  At the initial point, lift is 
assumed to be from separated flow only, so p(0) = 0.  For quick reference, the expressions for 
unsteady lift are: 
  ,    =     
 
2  
 ̇  +    +
 
  
 
 
 
−      ̇  
   =   ∙   ,    + [1 −  ] ∙   ,   
Fixed-Wing Configuration
The trajectory for the fixed-wing simulation with unsteady aerodynamics (Figure 4.16) is 
markedly different from the corresponding quasi-steady simulation (Figure 4.8).  The aircraft 
follows the reference path relatively well until it begins to pull up into the extended flare, where 
the reference and actual paths begin to diverge.  During the flare phase, the heading steadily 
increases above the reference path, causing the aircraft to stall early (at approximately s = 105 
feet) and then plummet toward the ground.
Figure 4.16:  Closed-loop trajectory for fixed-wing configuration (unsteady aerodynamics)
Figure 4.17 shows that, through the extended flare phase, the aircraft is losing velocity at 
a higher-than-optimal rate, and its pitch angle is slowly increasing above the reference.  At s = 
105 feet, the aircraft achieves minimum velocity and maximum pitch before rapidly pitchi ng 
forward and gaining velocity.  This supports the suggestion that the unsteady aerodynamic model 
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effectively causes the aircraft to stall out before reaching the target landing zone, forcing an 
uncontrollable fall.  Interestingly, the minimum velocity is just under 6 fps, 33% lower than the 
minimum velocity of the reference solution.
a)
b)
c)
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Figure 4.17:  Closed-loop simulation results for perturbed initial conditions with fixed-wing 
configuration (unsteady aerodynamics):  a) total velocity; b) angle of attack; c) pitch angle; d) 
pitching speed
Because the control action is dependent on deviation from the reference solution, it is not 
surprising that elevator deflection (Figure 4.18) is generally unaffected by the unsteady 
aerodynamics until the aircraft is well into the extended flare phase. As the aircraft approaches 
the premature stall, the elevator attempts to correct the maneuver with a large positive deflection, 
but the effectiveness of the elevator has already been severely mitigated by the rapidly decreasing 
velocity.  Once the aircraft has stalled out and begins to fall, the controller applies severe 
corrective action, but it is too late to have any effect.
Figure 4.18:  Elevator for closed-loop simulation results for perturbed initial conditions with 
rotating-wing configuration (unsteady aerodynamics)
The state p and the effects of p and the attached flow on the lift coefficient are shown in 
Figure 4.19.  During the dive phase, wing angle of attack αw and its rate of change are small, 
resulting in a small CL,att.  At the same time, p, which is effectively the percentage of lift due to 
attached flow, is also small (less than 10%), so lift is dominated by separated flow.  As the 
aircraft pulls up into the extended flare, both p and CL,att begin to increase simultaneously with αw, 
gradually bringing the total CL above the quasi-steady CL,sep.  As the aircraft passes s =  103 feet, 
both CL,att and p rise sharply, causing a sudden spike in CL.  The overall effect on the perch 
landing maneuver is that the added lift (which acts normal to the direction of motion) pulls the 
d)
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aircraft upward (vertically) and away from the target (horizontally).  Consequently, the aircraft 
stalls out approximately 5 feet short of and 3.5 feet higher than the target landing zone.
Figure 4.19:  (a) Unsteady aerodynamic state p and (b) comparison of unsteady and quasi-steady 
aerodynamic models for fixed-wing simulation
Rotating-Wing Configuration
The effect of the unsteady aerodynamic model on the rotating-wing configuration is of 
particular interest because wing deflection is included in the term αw. The trajectory from this 
simulation is shown in Figure 4.20, and the aerodynamic states are shown in Figure 4.21.
b)
a)
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Figure 4.20:  Closed-loop trajectory for rotating-wing configuration (unsteady aerodynamics)
a)
b)
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Figure 4.21:  Closed-loop simulation results for perturbed initial conditions with rotating-wing 
configuration (unsteady aerodynamics):  a) total velocity; b) angle of attack; c) pitch angle; d) 
pitching speed
The results of the rotating-wing simulation are very similar to the fixed-wing results in 
that the aircraft stalls out before reaching its target and drops into an uncontrolled dive.  For this 
configuration, the stall point is at (s,h) = (106.5’, -15.5’), closer in both x and z than the fixed-
wing case.  Furthermore, the initial dive was seen to lose excessive altitude with quasi-steady 
dynamics (see Figure 4.12), so the added lift due to attached flow actually forces the aircraft 
closer to the reference path near the dive-flare transition.  The minimum velocity is again lower 
than the minimum from the reference solution, this time by 2.1 fps or 23%.
The actuator deflections, plotted in Figure 4.22, show greater deviation from the 
reference than did the fixed-wing configuration.  This is especially true near s = 70 feet, the 
approximate transition between dive and flare phases, where the trajectory deviates from where 
the controller attempts to put it (i.e., the quasi-steady solution).  As the aircraft stalls out before 
reaching the target, the actuators attempt to make severe corrective actions, but velocity is too 
low for it to have any effect.
c)
d)
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Figure 4.22:  Actuators for closed-loop simulation results for perturbed initial conditions with 
rotating-wing configuration (unsteady aerodynamics): a) elevator; b) wing
The state p and the lift coefficient, both plotted in Figure 4.23, follow the same trends 
seen in the fixed-wing simulation.  Starting in the second half of the dive phase and until reaching 
the aerodynamic stall point, p and CL,att are monotonically increasing with αw.  Consequently, total 
lift gradually increases beyond what would be experienced with the quasi -steady aerodynamic 
model, drawing the aircraft away from the target landing zone.
Whether this landing should be considered successful is a debatable point.  While the 
terminal states are hardly ideal, the aircraft is still pitched nose-up, and velocity may be low 
enough to avoid serious damage.  However, the large negative pitching speed may cause the 
aircraft to tumble forward on impact with the landing surface, or, if the surface is small, it may be 
missed altogether.  The most prudent conclusion may be that the relative success or failure of this 
perch landing is dependent on features not considered in this research, such as the physical 
robustness of the aircraft and the nature of the landing surface.
a)
b)
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Figure 4.23:  (a) Unsteady aerodynamic state p and (b) comparison of unsteady and quasi-steady 
aerodynamic models for rotating-wing simulation
In general, it appears that wing rotation does not have a significant effect on the perch 
landing maneuver under this unsteady aerodynamic model.  While wing rotation undeniably plays 
a part in lift due to both separated and attached flow, the wing angle of attack αw and, 
consequently, CL,att are dominated by the aircraft angle of attack α as it increases to nearly 20° 
before going into an aerodynamic stall.  The wing deflection does not exceed 1.5° and its rate of 
change is large only for a short period where p is near zero.  Compared to α, this small range of 
deflection has little effect on CL,att and still less on CL and the maneuver in general.
4.5:  Inaccurate Aerodynamics
The previous section demonstrates the importance of the precise calculation of
aerodynamic coefficients to a successful perch landing, and for this reason the controller’s 
general ability to deal with unexpected aerodynamics should be investigated.  That is, the 
aerodynamics in real (not simulated) flight will not match exactly those calculated by Missile 
Datcom, and it is desirable that the control law be robust enough to complete a successful perch 
landing in spite of the inaccurate calculations.
To test this tolerance for aerodynamic error, a closed-loop simulation was run with a 
uniform percentage error applied to all aerodynamic coefficients; this process was iterated with 
a)
b)
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different error values to locate the boundary between successful landing and failure.  The errors 
were applied directly to the nine coefficients from the Missile Datcom lookup table (see Figure 
2.14), but results are negligibly different when the same error is applied to CL, CD, and CM later in 
the calculations.  These tests might also be carried out by applying a random error to each 
coefficient, but the uniform error approach was adopted for the sake of consistency and 
reproducibility.
An error of ±3% was found to be the approximate boundary to what could be considered 
a successful perch landing.  The landings at the extremes of this range are similar to the rotating-
wing simulation with unsteady aerodynamics in that they are clearly imperfect, though it is 
probable that the aircraft would land at the target and sustain no significant damage.  The 
trajectory, velocity, and pitch angle for -3% and +3% flights are shown in Figure 4.24 and Figure 
4.25, and these terminal values are summarized in Table 4.4.  Both simulations used the quasi-
steady aerodynamic model and rotating-wing configuration; the fixed-wing configuration showed 
less divergence from the reference path and is therefore less critical.
Table 4.4:  Terminal State Summary (Aerodynamic Error)
State Target -3% Error +3% Error
h -17.8 ft -19.5 ft -19.6 ft
VT 9 fps 11.7 fps 14.0 fps
θ 20° - 60° 59.9° 36.0°
The final velocity in both simulations is higher than desired, but the additional 5 fps 
(worst case) could be small enough to cause no significant problems, depending on the nature of 
the landing surface.  In both simulations, the aircraft lands nose-up, and while the +3% case has a 
pitch 24° below its optimal value, it is still within the bounds set for the BVP solution (see pp. 
20). Additionally, the final pitching rate is slower than what was seen with the unsteady 
aerodynamic model, lessening the chance of the aircraft tumbling forward on landing.  
The greatest threat to the success of these landings is the total altitude loss.  In both cases, 
the aircraft completes the maneuver more than 1.5 vertical feet below the reference position, 
which is particularly problematic for the -3% case, where the aircraft still has a positive heading 
(negative z direction) and is at risk of colliding with the face of the landing surface.  However, a 
similar error in final altitude was found in the ideal closed-loop simulation (see Figure 4.12), 
demonstrating that this problem can result from multiple causes and might only be fully corrected 
with a more robust control law.  Alternatively, the altitude loss could be accepted by initiating the 
maneuver at a higher altitude; in this way, such imperfect flights would be able to land, and those 
following the optimal solution would need only drop one to two feet after stalling out.
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Figure 4.24:  Closed-loop simulation results with rotating-wing configuration and -3% error 
applied to all aerodynamic coefficients:  a) trajectory; b) total velocity; c) pitch angle
a)
b)
c)
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Figure 4.25:  Closed-loop simulation results with rotating-wing configuration and +3% error 
applied to all aerodynamic coefficients:  a) trajectory; b) total velocity; c) pitch angle
a)
b)
c)
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Chapter 5:  Conclusions
Successful perch landing maneuvers were calculated and simulated for both a fixed-wing 
configuration and a rotating-wing configuration of the same MAV glider.  The maneuvers include 
dive, extended-flare, and stall/post-stall phases, a progression similar to those described by earlier 
researchers.  To correct for input disturbances and perturbed initial conditions, a neighboring 
optimal control law was designed and tested in simulations.  Finally, the solutions and control 
model were tested under an unsteady aerodynamic model that accounted for the effects of airflow 
separation over the wing.
Comparison of Fixed- and Rotating-Wing Maneuvers
The addition of the rotating wing as a control surface had a relatively minor effect on the 
landing maneuver.  The use of the wing for control actuation did not notably change the time or 
space necessary to complete the maneuver, nor did it cause any significant changes to the time 
histories of other dynamic states.  However, the added complexity of the second actuator caused
the DIDO software to take several extra hours or even days to find an optimal solution, yielding a 
19% reduction in actuator use as the only benefit.  For the problem studied here, the advantages 
of wing rotation are not sufficient to justify its complexity.
However, the fact that rotating-wing solution reduced the total cost suggests that this 
configuration has improved maneuverability over the fixed-wing case.  The maximum actuator 
deflection in either configuration was just over 10% of saturation (±30°), and this alone means 
that the aircraft has a considerably higher level of maneuverability than is demonstrated in these 
results.  Because the maximum deflection for the fixed-wing solution was roughly 50% higher 
than that of the rotating-wing solution, it is likely that wing rotation would be much more 
advantageous if the actuators were less costly and more heavily employed.
Indeed, any number of changes to the problem definition, including cost function, could 
greatly influence the effectiveness of wing rotation.  For example, if the boundary conditions 
were changed to prescribe the final downrange distance as 80 feet, both the wing and elevator 
would likely require larger deflections in order to put the aircraft nose up and stall out in the 
shorter distance.  Similarly, the cost function could be modified to include terms for both distance 
and control input, and weights applied to each term would be used to balance the two for a 
satisfactory solution.
Effectiveness of Control Method
The neighboring optimal control law was fairly effective, achieving successful landings 
under conditions that would otherwise result in failure.  However, the successful use of this 
control law is dependent on the accuracy and precision of the neighboring solutions, and DIDO 
was often only able to return sub-optimal solutions in this study.  Consequently, the controller 
was able to perform well only when state perturbations were within the narrow linear range 
between the reference and neighboring solutions.  The required step of calculating neighboring 
optimal solutions also makes the setup of this control law tedious and time-intensive (a rotating-
wing solution would usually take hours to calculate), and any change to the original solution 
requires a new set of neighboring solutions.  Even after the solutions are calculated, they all must 
be individually verified through open-loop simulation.
If the BVP solution code were rewritten in such a way that reference and neighboring 
solutions could be calculated with high accuracy and in a much shorter time, then the neighboring 
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optimal control law used in this study could be highly effective.  However, this control method is 
not sufficiently effective to justify future use in its present state.
Effect of Unsteady Aerodynamic Model
The inclusion of unsteady aerodynamic terms in the system model was observed to have
a significant effect on the perch landing maneuver.  At high angles of attack, the lift force due to 
separated airflow is sufficient to draw the aircraft off its optimal trajectory, and velocity is so low 
in this phase of the maneuver that any corrective control action is ineffective.  The maximum 
total lift coefficient from closed-loop unsteady simulations is roughly 50% higher than the lift 
coefficient from separated flow, far outside the ±3% tolerance that allows a moderately successful 
landing, which suggests that unsteady effects will have an important influence on all MAV perch 
landing maneuvers and should be taken into account in future research. 
However, these unsteady effects have only been demonstrated empirically on a small 
scale; that is, the few studies that have been published provide data for a limited number of 
airfoils and configurations. While general trends are likely to be consistent across a wide range 
of airfoils and flight conditions, further experimentation to validate this model would be helpful.
Future Work
To continue this line of research, the immediate next steps involve further refinement of 
the problem, the simulations, and the control method, with details dependent on the research 
objectives.  The most beneficial directions to follow would likely be to redefine the boundary
value problem, to alter the design of the aircraft model, or to redesign the control law.
The most effectual changes to be made to the BVP concern the boundary conditions and 
the cost function.  For this research, boundary conditions were left open for most states, leaving 
the solution algorithm to determine the final position and orientation based on cost.  As 
mentioned above, changing the cost function to a form resembling 
  =    ∗       +    ∗  
 
 
(  
  +   
  )
  
  
   (5.1)
would strike a balance between total distance required and total actuator input.  The constants c1
and c2 in Eq. (5.1) represent weights applied to the event cost (final downrange distance) and 
running cost (total actuator input), respectively.  Knowing that the running costs from this study 
are on the order of 10-4, one can guess that c1 would need to be 4 to 5 orders of magnitude smaller 
than c2 if both terms are to have moderate influence.  Of course, any number of terms could be 
added to the cost function to reduce, say, vertical distance travelled, final velocity, or 
aerodynamic forces experienced by the aircraft.
Similarly, boundary conditions can be added or changed to precisely define or limit states 
or other properties at the initial or terminal points of the maneuver.  The effects would be 
comparable to changing the cost function, but this approach would be most useful when the 
system includes preset requirements.  For example, if a full-scale test were to be performed in the 
lab, then the downrange distance would be limited to the length of the test setup, and final pitch 
angle or angle of attack would likely need to be defined based on the nature of the landing 
platform.
In a wider sense, the BVP solution code might be improved by a general rewrite.  Each 
run of the solution code with DIDO required a considerable amount of time to produce a feasible 
solution, ranging from just under one hour for a simple fixed-wing case to several days for a 
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complex rotating-wing scenario.  The required time was affected by any change to the problem 
formulation, including the boundary conditions, state bounds, and cost function, but also by the 
formulation of the dynamic equations.  Eliminating unnecessary terms, simplifying the 
calculation of aerodynamic coefficients, scaling the equations of motion, and redefining the 
equations of motion in terms of distance rather than time are all suggestions that might reduce run 
time and result in more accurate solutions.
Outside of the problem definition, changes can be made to the aircraft model to advance
this line of research.  Relatively minor changes to the model, such as increasing mass and 
moment of inertia, will eventually be necessary in order to bring the model more in line with a 
real-world aircraft.  Still other features, such as wing chord, fuselage length, or airfoil type, might 
be modified to improve aerodynamic performance, though these changes would be mostly trial 
and error for an individual without a strong background in aircraft.  Excluding such a redesign of 
aircraft geometry, the single most effective change to the aircraft model would be the inclusion of 
thrust, most likely from a nose-mounted propeller, in the BVP definition.  In its simplest form, 
this would involve adding thrust force as a control actuator and adding related terms to the 
dynamic equations.  For greater accuracy, the propeller might be included in the Missile Datcom 
input file, and additional unsteady aerodynamic effects might need to be studied and included.  
While even the simplest option adds substantial complexity to the BVP and the control law, it 
would make the results more realistic, and the control more robust.  With the ability to add energy 
through thrust, the controller would be capable of handling greater error in the aerodynamic 
coefficients and of rejecting major disturbances, such as wind gusts.
Because of the limitations of the neighboring optimal controller that was designed and 
implemented in this study, the perch landing maneuver would benefit from redesign or 
replacement of this controller with some new method.  If the changes described above allow the 
BVP solution code to run quickly, with a high degree of accuracy, and with few or no errors, then 
the controller might only need to be simplified and streamlined; for instance, the lookup tables 
used to calculate control gains could be replaced with a single table storing all calculated gain 
values.  However, if the BVP accuracy and run time can not be significantly improved, then an 
entirely different control law may be necessary.
In addition, some form of the unsteady aerodynamic model should be incorporated into 
the BVP definition.  The significant effect that this model apparently has on these maneuvers
suggests that it will have considerable influence on all perch landing maneuvers and therefore 
must be taken into account.  Adding the unsteady aerodynamic terms to the BVP definition files 
is a fairly simple task, and an example can be seen in the simulation code in Appendix B.
Eventually, full-scale testing of the maneuver on a physical model of the aircraft will be 
needed.  However, the large number of variables yet to be studied suggests that considerable
analytical research should be done first.
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Appendix A:  Missile Datcom Input File
This appendix provides the complete Missile Datcom input file (for005.dat) for fixed-
wing aerodynamic data.  All entries for DELTA2 indicate elevator deflection; for wing deflection, 
DELTA1 is varied.  Deflecting both the wing and elevator in a single file would require a very 
large input file and make interpolation difficult, so separate files were used for the elevator and 
wing.  For detailed descriptions of each command, see the Missile Datcom User’s Manual [20].
* Missile Datcom input file
* originally written by Mike Bolender (AFRL),
* and adapted by Jon Lubbers
* Baseline perching config
CASEID Master
DAMP
DIM M
DERIV RAD
NACA 1-4-0006
NACA 2-4-0006
$FLTCON
   NALPHA =  52., 
   ALPHA  = -45., -40., -35., -30., -25., -20., 
            -15., -14., -13., -12., -11., -10.,
             -9.,  -8.,  -7.,  -6.,  -5., -4.,  
             -3.,  -2.,  -1.,   0.,   1.,  2.,   
              3.,   4.,   5.,   6.,   7.,  8.,   
              9.,  10.,  11.,  12.,   13., 14., 
             15.,  20.,  25.,  30.,  35.,  40., 
             45.,  50.,  55.,  60.,  65.,  70.,  
             75.,  80.,  85.,  90., 
   NMACH  =  1., 
   ALT    =   0.,
   VINF   =   3.4044, 
$END
* -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
$REFQ
   SREF = 0.0635, 
   LREF = 0.127, 
   LATREF = 0.5, 
   XCG = 0.13, 
   ZCG = 0., 
   BLAYER = TURB, 
   ROUGH = 0., 
   SCALE = 1., 
$END
* -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
$ELLBOD
   X0     =   0., 
   TRUNC  =  .FALSE., 
   DEXIT  =   0., 
   NX     =   20., 
   X      =   0., 0.0037, 0.0075, 0.015, 0.0225, 0.03, 0.045,
              0.06, 0.09, 0.12, 0.15, 0.18, 0.21, 0.25, 
              0.27, 0.275, 0.29, 0.3, 0.375, 0.38,
   W      =   0., 0.0112, 0.015, 0.0197, 0.0228, 0.0251, 
              0.0286, 0.0312, 0.0312, 0.0312, 0.0312, 0.0312, 
              0.0312, 0.02, 0.0120, 0.01, 0.01, 0.01, 0.01, 0.001,
   ELLIP  =   1.,  1.,  1.,  1.,  1.,  1., 1.,
              1.,  1.,  1.,  1.,  1.,  1., 1.,
              1.,  1.,  1.,  1.,  1.,  1.,
$END
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* -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
$FINSET1 
   NPANEL = 2.,
   SSPAN = 0.,0.1,0.2,0.25,
   CHORD = 0.2,0.13,0.1,0.05,
   SWEEP = 0.,0.,0.,0.,
   XLE = 0.05,
   STA = 4*0.,
   PHIF = 0.,0.,
   GAM = 90.,-90.,
   SECTYP = NACA,
$END
* -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
$FINSET2
   SECTYP =     NACA, 
   SSPAN  =   0.0000,   0.1000, 
   CHORD  =   0.1000,   0.0100, 
   XLE    =   0.325, 
   SWEEP  =   0.0000, 
   STA    =   1.0000, 
   NPANEL =   2, 
   PHIF   =  90.,-90., 
   GAM    =  0.,0.,
$END
* -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
PLOT
SAVE
NEXT CASE
CASEID 30teu
$DEFLCT
  DELTA1 = 0.,   DELTA2 = -30.,0.,   
$END
PLOT
SAVE
NEXT CASE
CASEID 25teu
$DEFLCT
  DELTA1 = 0.,   DELTA2 = -25.,0.,   
$END
PLOT
SAVE
NEXT CASE
CASEID 20teu
$DEFLCT
  DELTA1 = 0.,   DELTA2 = -20.,0.,   
$END
PLOT
SAVE
NEXT CASE
CASEID 15teu
$DEFLCT
  DELTA1 = 0.,   DELTA2 = -15.,0.,   
$END
PLOT
SAVE
NEXT CASE
CASEID 10teu
$DEFLCT
  DELTA1 = 0.,   DELTA2 = -10.,0.,   
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$END
PLOT
SAVE
NEXT CASE
CASEID 5teu
$DEFLCT
  DELTA1 = 0.,   DELTA2 = -5.,0.,   
$END
PLOT
SAVE
NEXT CASE
CASEID 4teu
$DEFLCT
  DELTA1 = 0.,   DELTA2 = -4.,0.,   
$END
PLOT
SAVE
NEXT CASE
CASEID 3teu
$DEFLCT
  DELTA1 = 0.,   DELTA2 = -3.,0.,   
$END
PLOT
SAVE
NEXT CASE
CASEID 2teu
$DEFLCT
  DELTA1 = 0.,   DELTA2 = -2.,0.,   
$END
PLOT
SAVE
NEXT CASE
CASEID 1teu
$DEFLCT
  DELTA1 = 0.,   DELTA2 = -1.,0.,   
$END
PLOT
SAVE
NEXT CASE
CASEID 1ted
$DEFLCT
  DELTA1 = 0.,   DELTA2 = 1.,0.,   
$END
PLOT
SAVE
NEXT CASE
CASEID 2ted
$DEFLCT
  DELTA1 = 0.,   DELTA2 = 2.,0.,   
$END
PLOT
SAVE
NEXT CASE
CASEID 3ted
$DEFLCT
  DELTA1 = 0.,   DELTA2 = 3.,0.,   
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$END
PLOT
SAVE
NEXT CASE
CASEID 4ted
$DEFLCT
  DELTA1 = 0.,   DELTA2 = 4.,0.,   
$END
PLOT
SAVE
NEXT CASE
CASEID 5ted
$DEFLCT
  DELTA1 = 0.,   DELTA2 = 5.,0.,   
$END
PLOT
SAVE
NEXT CASE
CASEID 10ted
$DEFLCT
  DELTA1 = 0.,   DELTA2 = 10.,0.,   
$END
PLOT
SAVE
NEXT CASE
CASEID 15ted
$DEFLCT
  DELTA1 = 0.,   DELTA2 = 15.,0.,   
$END
PLOT
SAVE
NEXT CASE
CASEID 20ted
$DEFLCT
  DELTA1 = 0.,   DELTA2 = 20.,0.,   
$END
PLOT
SAVE
NEXT CASE
CASEID 25ted
$DEFLCT
  DELTA1 = 0.,   DELTA2 = 25.,0.,   
$END
PLOT
SAVE
NEXT CASE
CASEID 30ted
$DEFLCT
  DELTA1 = 0.,   DELTA2 = 30.,0.,   
$END
PLOT
SAVE
NEXT CASE
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Appendix B:  MATLAB Code
DIDO (BVP) Solution Code
The four Matlab files used to solve the BVP – RotatingWing_Problem.m, 
RotatingWing_BC.m, RotatingWing_Cost.m, and RotatingWing_Dynamics.m – are given below 
in their entirety.  In this code, wing deflection and input are referred to as da and ua, 
respectively.  To solve the problem for the fixed-wing configuration, it is necessary to set the 
upper and lower bounds on δw and uw (called daU, daL, uaU, and UaL) to zero.
A more thorough description of the DIDO program and an explanation on how to set up a 
problem can be found in the DIDO user’s manual [21].
%==========================================================================
%==========================================================================
% Problem (script) file for the Rotating (Quasi-Steady Aero) Wing Perch Landing 
Problem (RotatingWing_Problem.m)
%==========================================================================
%==========================================================================
clear all;          
global CONSTANTS;
m2f = 3.2808;       % Convert meters to feet
k2s = 0.06852;      % kg to slug
%Vary IC's about nominal solution for neighboring solutions
for Vt_mod = 1;                 %Multiplier - 1 for no change
    for alpha_mod = 0;          %IC offset in radians 
        for theta_mod = 0;      %IC offset in radians 
            for Q_mod = 0;      %IC offset in radians/second 
                for h_mod = 0;  %IC offset in feet 
%%
%--------------------------
% Constants, Parameters, and Equailibrium ICs
%--------------------------
%Bolender's Aircraft
S = 0.0635*m2f^2; m = 0.3*k2s; r = 1.2/2; c = 0.127*m2f;
Cz_adot =  -9.174;   CONSTANTS.Cz_adot = Cz_adot;
Cm_adot = -2.607;    CONSTANTS.Cm_adot = Cm_adot;
Vt0 = 11.2*m2f; alpha0 = 0; theta0 = -.2; Q0 = 0; de0 = 0;
CONSTANTS.S    = S;             CONSTANTS.m    = m;
CONSTANTS.c    = c;             CONSTANTS.r    = r;
CONSTANTS.rho  = 0.0024;        CONSTANTS.g    = 32.2;
CONSTANTS.Iy   = 0.5*m*r^2;   %9.1978e-004*k2s*m2f^2;
CONSTANTS.taue = 0.05;          CONSTANTS.taua = 0.05;
g    = CONSTANTS.g;         rho  = CONSTANTS.rho;       
Iy   = CONSTANTS.Iy;        taue = CONSTANTS.taue;      taua = CONSTANTS.taua;
Nnodes = 100;    CONSTANTS.Nnodes = Nnodes;  % Determines solution accuracy
% Read aerodynamic coefficients from Missile DatCom file
% Must be done here, does not work if called in Dynamic Eqns file
CONSTANTS.TableID_de = DATCOMTableMex(1,'BaselineConfigAeroElevator.dat');
CONSTANTS.TableID_da = DATCOMTableMex(1,'BaselineConfigAeroWing.dat');
%%
%===============================
% Problem variables:
% states = [Vt; alpha; theta; Q; de; da; x; z]
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% controls = [ue; ua]
%===============================
% bounds on state and control variables
VtL = .0001;           VtU = 70;
alphaL = 0*pi/180;     alphaU = 89*pi/180;
thetaL = -85*pi/180;   thetaU = 85*pi/180;
QL = -4;               QU = 4;       
deL = -pi/6;           deU = pi/6;
daL = -pi/6;           daU = pi/6;
xL = 0;                xU = 111;
zL = -5;               zU = 40;
ueL = -pi/6;           ueU = pi/6;
uaL = -pi/6;           uaU = pi/6;
bounds.lower.states = [VtL; alphaL; thetaL; QL; deL; daL; xL; zL];
bounds.upper.states = [VtU; alphaU; thetaU; QU; deU; daU; xU; zU];
bounds.lower.controls = [ueL; uaL];
bounds.upper.controls = [ueU; uaU];
%------------------
% bound the horizon
%------------------
t0      = 0;
tfMax   = 10;   % tf not important, so high upper bound assigned
bounds.lower.time   = [t0; t0];             
bounds.upper.time   = [t0; tfMax];   % Fixed time at t0 and a possibly free 
time at tf
%-------------------------------------------
% Set up the bounds on the endpoint function
%-------------------------------------------
% See BC/events file for definition of events function
% IC's (given above) are for equilibrium point found with FW_Trim.m
               
x0     = 0;                     
z0     = 0;                    
Vtf    = 0.01;
da0    = 0;
thetaf = pi/9; 
xf     = 110;                  
zf     = 17.8;
bounds.lower.events = [Vt0*Vt_mod; alpha0+alpha_mod; theta0+theta_mod;...
    Q0+Q_mod; de0; da0; x0; z0+h_mod; Vtf+0; thetaf+0*pi/9; xf-.1; zf-.2];
bounds.upper.events = [Vt0*Vt_mod; alpha0+alpha_mod; theta0+theta_mod;...
    Q0+Q_mod; de0; da0; x0; z0+h_mod; Vtf+9; thetaf+2*pi/9; xf+.1; zf+.2];  
%%
%============================================
% Define the problem using DIDO expresssions:
%============================================
RotatingWing.dynamics   = 'RotatingWing_Dynamics';
RotatingWing.cost       = 'RotatingWing_Cost';
RotatingWing.events     = 'RotatingWing_BC';        
%RotatingWing.path       = 'RotatingWing_Path';
RotatingWing.bounds     = bounds;
%====================================================
algorithm.nodes     = [Nnodes];        % represents desired solution accuracy
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%% Guess for neighboring solution, based on reference solution
%{
load 'RW-V0x100%,a0+0deg,T0+0deg,Q0+0deg,h0+0in' thetas Vts alphas Qs tvec ue 
ua
algorithm.guess.time = tvec;
algorithm.guess.states = zeros(8,Nnodes);
algorithm.guess.states(1,:) = Vts;
algorithm.guess.states(2,:) = alphas;
algorithm.guess.states(3,:) = thetas;
algorithm.guess.states(4,:) = Qs;
algorithm.guess.controls(1,:) = ue;
algorithm.guess.controls(2,:) = ua;
%algorithm.mode='accurate';
%}
%% Call dido
tStart = cputime;    % start CPU clock 
[cost, primal, dual] = dido(RotatingWing,algorithm);
RunTime_hours = (cputime-tStart)/3600
%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%          OUTPUT             %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Vt    = primal.states(1,:);     
alpha = primal.states(2,:);
theta = primal.states(3,:);
Q     = primal.states(4,:);
de    = primal.states(5,:);
da    = primal.states(6,:);
x     = primal.states(7,:);
z     = primal.states(8,:);
ue    = primal.controls(1,:);      
ua    = primal.controls(2,:);
t     = primal.nodes;
Final_Position = [x(end),-z(end)]
Final_Velocity = Vt(end)
xdot  = Vt.*cos(alpha-theta);
zdot  = Vt.*sin(alpha-theta);
std_cost = trapz(t,.5*(ue.^2+ua.^2))
%% save optimal solution in matrix Xs for forward simulation
Vts = Vt; alphas = alpha; thetas = theta; Qs = Q; xs = x; zs = z;
des = de; das = da; tvec = t;
xms = zeros(1,length(t)); wms = zeros(1,length(t));
save(['RW-V0x' num2str(100*Vt_mod) '%,a0+' num2str(round(180/pi*alpha_mod))  
...
    'deg,T0+' num2str(round(180/pi*theta_mod)) 'deg,Q0+'
num2str(round(180/pi*Q_mod)) ...
    'deg,h0+' num2str(12*h_mod) 'in']);
                end
            end
        end
    end
end
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%==========================================================================
%==========================================================================
% Boundary Conditions (RotatingWing_BC.m)
%==========================================================================
%==========================================================================
function BC = RotatingWing_BC(primal)
Vt0    = primal.states(1,1);       Vtf    = primal.states(1,end);
alpha0 = primal.states(2,1);       alphaf = primal.states(2,end);
theta0 = primal.states(3,1);       thetaf = primal.states(3,end);
Q0     = primal.states(4,1);
de0    = primal.states(5,1); 
da0    = primal.states(6,1);
x0     = primal.states(7,1);       xf     = primal.states(7,end);
z0     = primal.states(8,1);       zf     = primal.states(8,end);
% preallocate boundary conditions (i.e. event conditions) for good MATLAB 
computing
BC = [Vt0; ...
    alpha0; ...
    theta0; ...
    Q0; ...
    de0; ...
    da0; ...
    x0; ...
    z0; ...
    Vtf; ...
    thetaf; ...
    xf; ...
    zf; ...
    ];
%==========================================================================
%==========================================================================
% Cost Function (RotatingWing_Cost.m)
%==========================================================================
%==========================================================================
function [eventCost, runningCost] = RotatingWing_Cost(primal)
global CONSTANTS
g    = CONSTANTS.g;         m    = CONSTANTS.m;
rho  = CONSTANTS.rho;       c    = CONSTANTS.c;
S    = CONSTANTS.S;         Iy   = CONSTANTS.Iy;
taue = CONSTANTS.taue;      taua = CONSTANTS.taua;
Vt    = primal.states(1,:);     
alpha = primal.states(2,:);
theta = primal.states(3,:);
Q     = primal.states(4,:);
de    = primal.states(5,:);
da    = primal.states(6,:);
x     = primal.states(7,:);
z     = primal.states(8,:);
ue = primal.controls(1,:);      
ua = primal.controls(2,:);
eventCost   = 0;%x(end)/50*10^-4;%Vt(end) + (x(end)-150)^2 + (z(end)-20)^2;
ce = 1;
ca = 1;
runningCost = .5*(ce*ue).^2 + .5*(ca*ua).^2;
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%==========================================================================
%==========================================================================
% Equations of Motion (RotatingWing_Dynamics.m)
%==========================================================================
%==========================================================================
function ydot = RotatingWing_Dynamics(primal)
global CONSTANTS
g      = CONSTANTS.g;         m    = CONSTANTS.m;
rho    = CONSTANTS.rho;       c    = CONSTANTS.c;
S      = CONSTANTS.S;         Iy   = CONSTANTS.Iy;
taue   = CONSTANTS.taue;      taua = CONSTANTS.taua;
Nnodes = CONSTANTS.Nnodes; 
Cz_adot = CONSTANTS.Cz_adot; 
Cm_adot = CONSTANTS.Cm_adot;
TableID_de = CONSTANTS.TableID_de;
TableID_da = CONSTANTS.TableID_da;
for ii = 1:Nnodes;
    Vt    = primal.states(1,ii);        
    alpha = primal.states(2,ii);
    theta = primal.states(3,ii);
    Q     = primal.states(4,ii);
    de    = primal.states(5,ii);
    da    = primal.states(6,ii);
    x     = primal.states(7,ii);
    z     = primal.states(8,ii);
    ue = primal.controls(1,ii);     
    ua = primal.controls(2,ii); 
    
    % Coefficients ========================================================
    [DepDeltaIncrements_de DerivativesStab DepBaseIncrements] = ...
    DATCOMTableMex(2,TableID_de,[alpha*180/pi 0.01 zeros(1,10) de*180/pi 
zeros(1,63)]);
    
    [DepDeltaIncrements_da DerivativesStab DepBaseIncrements] = ...
    DATCOMTableMex(2,TableID_da,[alpha*180/pi 0.01 zeros(1,2) da*180/pi 
zeros(1,71)]);
    
    CN = DepBaseIncrements(1) + 
2*(DepDeltaIncrements_de(1)+DepDeltaIncrements_da(1)) + ...
        DerivativesStab(3)*Q*c/(2*Vt);
    CA = DepBaseIncrements(3) + 
2*(DepDeltaIncrements_de(3)+DepDeltaIncrements_da(3)) + ...
        DerivativesStab(5)*Q*c/(2*Vt);
    CM = DepBaseIncrements(2) + 
2*(DepDeltaIncrements_de(2)+DepDeltaIncrements_da(2)) + ...
        DerivativesStab(4)*Q*c/(2*Vt);
    CL = CN*cos(alpha)-CA*sin(alpha);
    CD = CA*cos(alpha)+CN*sin(alpha);
    
    D = 0.5*rho*S*Vt.^2*CD;
    L = 0.5*rho*S*Vt.^2*CL;
    M = 0.5*rho*S*c*Vt.^2*CM;
    Fx = -0.5*rho*S*Vt.^2*CA - m*g*sin(theta);
    Fz = -0.5*rho*S*Vt.^2*CN + m*g*cos(theta);
    %======================================================================
    % Equations of Motion: (reasssignment not necessary, but easy to debug)
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    M = [m (-0.25*rho*S*c*Cz_adot*Vt*sin(0))      0 0  0 0 0 0;...
        0  (m*Vt-0.25*rho*S*c*Cz_adot*Vt*cos(0))  0 0  0 0 0 0;...
        0  0                                      1 0  0 0 0 0;...
        0  (-0.25*rho*S*c^2*Cm_adot*Vt)           0 Iy 0 0 0 0;...
        0  0                                      0 0 1 0 0 0;...
        0  0                                      0 0  0 1 0 0;...
        0  0                                      0 0  0 0 1 0;...
        0  0                                      0 0  0 0 0 1];
    
    ydot(:,ii) = M\...
        [- m*g*sin(theta-alpha) - 0.5*rho*S*Vt^2*CD;...
        m*Vt*Q + m*g*cos(theta-alpha) - 0.5*rho*S*Vt^2*CL;...
        Q;...
        0.5*rho*S*c*Vt^2*CM;...
        1/taue*(ue-de);...
        1/taua*(ua-da);...
        Vt*cos(theta-alpha);...
        -Vt*sin(theta-alpha)];
    
end
Simulation s-file
The Matlab file below is used to set up a closed-loop simulation with the unsteady 
aerodynamic model.  For quasi-steady aerodynamics, all lines including p and p0 can be deleted, 
including the final entry of zero in the initial condition vector.
%===========================================================================
%===========================================================================
clear all
load aero_lookup_MB_El&Wg %aero lookup data from Missile Datcom
global CONSTANTS
load 'RW-V0x100%,a0+0deg,T0+0deg,Q0+0deg,h0+0in' CONSTANTS xs zs thetas Vts
alphas Qs xms wms des das tvec   %load reference solution
load RW_neighboring_solutions %load neighboring solution lookup table
CONSTANTS.a = 0.055;  CONSTANTS.a0 = 2*pi;  CONSTANTS.b = CONSTANTS.c/2;   %for 
unsteady aero
% Set up p0 equation so that it doesn't have to rerun in Dynamics for loop
daset = -pi/2:pi/(6^3):pi/2;      CONSTANTS.daset = daset;
for n = 1:length(daset);
    if abs(daset(n)) < 4*pi/180;
        p0table(n) = 1;
    elseif abs(daset(n))>=4*pi/180 && abs(daset(n))<=37*pi/180;
        p0table(n) = -.3326*atan(abs(daset(n))-16*pi/180) + 0.5;
    elseif abs(daset(n)) > 37*pi/180;
        p0table(n) = 0;
    end
end
CONSTANTS.p0table = p0table;
%% Apply perturbations to initial conditions
Dtheta = -3*pi/180;
DVt    = 2;
Dalpha = 0*180/pi;
DQ     = -3*pi/180;
%initial conditions called in s-function LongWind
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initialconditions = [xs(1); zs(1); thetas(1)+Dtheta; Vts(1)+DVt;...
    alphas(1)+Dalpha; Qs(1)+DQ; xms(1); wms(1); 0]; %p(1) = 0
X0 = initialconditions;
save X0_100 initialconditions  %X0_100 will be recalled in s-file
tf = .01*floor(100*xs(end));      %set simulation end ‘time’
%%
%simulated solution
x     = states(:,1);
z     = states(:,2);
theta = states(:,3);
Vt    = states(:,4);
alpha = states(:,5);
Q     = states(:,6);
p     = states(:,9);
p0 = u(:,13);
%%
%If the forward solution doesn't exactly
%equal the DIDO solution, re-define the optimal 
%solution and run forward simulation again.
tvec = tout;
xs     = states(:,1);
zs     = states(:,2);
thetas = states(:,3);
Vts    = states(:,4);
alphas = states(:,5);
Qs     = states(:,6);
xms    = states(:,7);
wms    = states(:,8);
des = de;
das = da;
%===========================================================================
%===========================================================================
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The s-file used by the Simulink model (
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Figure 2.13, Block 4) is given below, and this file also incorporates the unsteady 
aerodynamic model.  For quasi-steady aerodynamics, the following changes must be made:
- In the function mdlInitializeSizes: the values of NumContStates and 
NumOutputs must be changed to 8; and NumInputs must be changed to 10.
- In the function mdlDerivatives:  lines calling p or p0 must be deleted; 
CL_total must be replaced with CL_prime in equation for L_prime; final row 
and column in M must be deleted; and final row in sys must be deleted.
- In the function mdlOutputs:  X(9) must be deleted.
%===========================================================================
%===========================================================================
function [sys,X0,str,ts] = OL_LongWindEOMs_s(t,X,u,flag)
%SFUNTMPL General M-file S-function template
%   With M-file S-functions, you can define you own ordinary differential
%   equations (ODEs), discrete system equations, and/or just about
%   any type of algorithm to be used within a Simulink block diagram.
%
%   The general form of an M-File S-function syntax is:
%       [SYS,X0,STR,TS] = SFUNC(T,X,U,FLAG,P1,...,Pn)
%
%   What is returned by SFUNC at a given point in time, T, depends on the
%   value of the FLAG, the current state vector, X, and the current
%   input vector, U.
%
%   FLAG   RESULT             DESCRIPTION
%   -----  ------             --------------------------------------------
%   0      [SIZES,X0,STR,TS]  Initialization, return system sizes in SYS,
%                             initial state in X0, state ordering strings
%                             in STR, and sample times in TS.
%   1      DX                 Return continuous state derivatives in SYS.
%   2      DS                 Update discrete states SYS = X(n+1)
%   3      Y                  Return outputs in SYS.
%   4      TNEXT              Return next time hit for variable step sample
%                             time in SYS.
%   5                         Reserved for future (root finding).
%   9      []                 Termination, perform any cleanup SYS=[].
%
%
%   The state vectors, X and X0 consists of continuous states followed
%   by discrete states.
%
%   Optional parameters, P1,...,Pn can be provided to the S-function and
%   used during any FLAG operation.
%
%   When SFUNC is called with FLAG = 0, the following information
%   should be returned:
%
%      SYS(1) = Number of continuous states.
%      SYS(2) = Number of discrete states.
%      SYS(3) = Number of outputs.
%      SYS(4) = Number of inputs.
%               Any of the first four elements in SYS can be specified
%               as -1 indicating that they are dynamically sized. The
%               actual length for all other flags will be equal to the
%               length of the input, U.
%      SYS(5) = Reserved for root finding. Must be zero.
%      SYS(6) = Direct feedthrough flag (1=yes, 0=no). The s-function
%               has direct feedthrough if U is used during the FLAG=3
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%               call. Setting this to 0 is akin to making a promise that
%               U will not be used during FLAG=3. If you break the promise
%               then unpredictable results will occur.
%      SYS(7) = Number of sample times. This is the number of rows in TS.
%
%
%      X0     = Initial state conditions or [] if no states.
%
%      STR    = State ordering strings which is generally specified as [].
%
%      TS     = An m-by-2 matrix containing the sample time
%               (period, offset) information. Where m = number of sample
%               times. The ordering of the sample times must be:
%
%               TS = [0      0,      : Continuous sample time.
%                     0      1,      : Continuous, but fixed in minor step
%                                      sample time.
%                     PERIOD OFFSET, : Discrete sample time where
%                                      PERIOD > 0 & OFFSET < PERIOD.
%                     -2     0];     : Variable step discrete sample time
%                                      where FLAG=4 is used to get time of
%                                      next hit.
%
%               There can be more than one sample time providing
%               they are ordered such that they are monotonically
%               increasing. Only the needed sample times should be
%               specified in TS. When specifying more than one
%               sample time, you must check for sample hits explicitly by
%               seeing if
%                  abs(round((T-OFFSET)/PERIOD) - (T-OFFSET)/PERIOD)
%               is within a specified tolerance, generally 1e-8. This
%               tolerance is dependent upon your model's sampling times
%               and simulation time.
%
%               You can also specify that the sample time of the S-function
%               is inherited from the driving block. For functions which
%               change during minor steps, this is done by
%               specifying SYS(7) = 1 and TS = [-1 0]. For functions which
%               are held during minor steps, this is done by specifying
%               SYS(7) = 1 and TS = [-1 1].
%   Copyright 1990-2002 The MathWorks, Inc.
%   $Revision: 1.18.2.1 $
%
% The following outlines the general structure of an S-function.
%
switch flag,
  %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
  % Initialization %
  %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
  case 0,
    [sys,X0,str,ts]=mdlInitializeSizes;
  %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
  % Derivatives %
  %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
  case 1,
    sys=mdlDerivatives(t,X,u);
  %%%%%%%%%%
  % Update %
  %%%%%%%%%%
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  case 2,
    sys=mdlUpdate(t,X,u);
  %%%%%%%%%%%
  % Outputs %
  %%%%%%%%%%%
  case 3,
    sys=mdlOutputs(t,X,u);
  %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
  % GetTimeOfNextVarHit %
  %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
  case 4,
    sys=mdlGetTimeOfNextVarHit(t,X,u);
  %%%%%%%%%%%%%
  % Terminate %
  %%%%%%%%%%%%%
  case 9,
    sys=mdlTerminate(t,X,u);
  %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
  % Unexpected flags %
  %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
  otherwise
    error(['Unhandled flag = ',num2str(flag)]);
end
% end sfuntmpl
%
%=============================================================================
% mdlInitializeSizes
% Return the sizes, initial conditions, and sample times for the S-function.
%=============================================================================
%
function [sys,X0,str,ts]=mdlInitializeSizes
%
% call simsizes for a sizes structure, fill it in and convert it to a
% sizes array.
%
% Note that in this example, the values are hard coded.  This is not a
% recommended practice as the characteristics of the block are typically
% defined by the S-function parameters.
%
sizes = simsizes;
sizes.NumContStates  = 9;
sizes.NumDiscStates  = 0;
sizes.NumOutputs     = 9;
sizes.NumInputs      = 13;
sizes.DirFeedthrough = 0;
sizes.NumSampleTimes = 1;   % at least one sample time is needed
sys = simsizes(sizes);
load X0_100
X0 = initialconditions;
%
% str is always an empty matrix
%
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str = [];
%
% initialize the array of sample times
%
ts  = [0 0];
% end mdlInitializeSizes
%
%=============================================================================
% mdlDerivatives
% Return the derivatives for the continuous states.
%=============================================================================
%
function sys=mdlDerivatives(t,X,u)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Vehicleparameters:
global CONSTANTS
g      = CONSTANTS.g;         m      = CONSTANTS.m;
rho    = CONSTANTS.rho;       cbar   = CONSTANTS.c;
Sbar   = CONSTANTS.S;         Jy     = CONSTANTS.Iy;
a0     = CONSTANTS.a0;        a      = CONSTANTS.a;
b      = CONSTANTS.b;
mbar = 0.0001; zeta = 0.7; wn = 20; %moving mass 2nd order actuation constants, 
unnecessary
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%States:
x     = X(1);
z     = X(2);
theta = X(3);
VT    = X(4);
alpha = X(5);
Q     = X(6);
xm    = X(7);
wm    = X(8);
p     = X(9);
%}
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Inputs:
Cz0 = u(1); DCz = u(2); Czq = u(3);
Cx0 = u(4); DCx = u(5); Cxq = u(6);
Cm0 = u(7); DCm = u(8); Cmq = u(9);
ux  = u(10); %point mass input
da    = u(11); % alpha+d_alpha
dadot = u(12); % d(alpha+d_alpha) / dx
p0    = u(13);
Cz_adot = CONSTANTS.Cz_adot;
Cx_adot = 0;
Cm_adot = CONSTANTS.Cm_adot; 
    
CD_prime = -cos(alpha)*(Cx0+DCx+cbar/2/VT*Cxq*Q)-
sin(alpha)*(Cz0+DCz+cbar/2/VT*Czq*Q);
D_prime  = 0.5*rho*Sbar*VT^2*CD_prime;
CL_prime = sin(alpha)*(Cx0+DCx+cbar/2/VT*Cxq*Q)-
cos(alpha)*(Cz0+DCz+cbar/2/VT*Czq*Q);
CL_dadot = a0*(.5*b/VT*dadot + da + b/VT*(.5-a)*dadot);
CL_total = p*CL_dadot + (1-p)*CL_prime;
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L_prime  = 0.5*rho*Sbar*VT^2*CL_total;
Cm_prime = Cm0+DCm+cbar/2/VT*Cmq*Q;
M_prime  = 0.5*rho*Sbar*cbar*VT^2*Cm_prime;
CD_adot = -cos(alpha)*Cx_adot-sin(alpha)*Cz_adot;
D_adot = 0.5*rho*Sbar*VT^2*(cbar/2/VT)*CD_adot; D_adot = 0; %small angle 
approximation
CL_adot = sin(alpha)*Cx_adot-cos(alpha)*Cz_adot; CL_adot = -Cz_adot; %small 
angle approximation
L_adot = 0.5*rho*Sbar*VT^2*(cbar/2/VT)*CL_adot;
M_adot = 0.5*rho*Sbar*cbar*VT^2*(cbar/2/VT)*Cm_adot;
M = [1 0 0 0 0                    0                   0 0                0;...
     0 1 0 0 0                    0                   0 0                0;...
     0 0 1 0 0                    0                   0 0                0;...
     0 0 0 m D_adot               -mbar*xm*sin(alpha) 0 mbar*cos(alpha)  0;...
     0 0 0 0 (m*VT+L_adot)        -mbar*xm*cos(alpha) 0 -mbar*sin(alpha) 0;...
     0 0 0 0 (-mbar*xm*VT-M_adot) (Jy+mbar*xm^2)      0 0                0;...
     0 0 0 0 0                    0                   1 0                0;...
     0 0 0 0 0                    0                   0 1                0;...
     0 0 0 0 0                    0                   0 0                1];
Thrust = 0;
gamma = theta-alpha;
sys = M\[VT*cos(gamma) / (VT*cos(gamma));...
    -VT*sin(gamma) / (VT*cos(gamma));...
    X(6) / (VT*cos(gamma));...
    (-mbar*xm*cos(alpha)*Q^2 + 2*mbar*sin(alpha)*wm*Q - m*g*sin(gamma) + 
Thrust*cos(alpha) - D_prime)  / (VT*cos(gamma));...
    (mbar*xm*sin(alpha)*Q^2 + m*VT*Q + 2*mbar*wm*cos(alpha)*Q + m*g*cos(gamma) 
- L_prime - Thrust*sin(alpha)) / (VT*cos(gamma));...
    (-mbar*xm*VT*Q - 2*mbar*xm*wm - mbar*g*xm*cos(theta) + M_prime)  / 
(VT*cos(gamma));...
    wm / (VT*cos(gamma));...
    (-2*zeta*wn*wm-wn^2*xm + ux) / (VT*cos(gamma)); ...
    1/(4.55*b/VT)*(p0*(da-(6.82*b/VT)*dadot)-p) / (VT*cos(gamma))];
% end mdlDerivatives
%
%=============================================================================
% mdlUpdate
% Handle discrete state updates, sample time hits, and major time step
% requirements.
%=============================================================================
%
function sys=mdlUpdate(t,X,u)
sys = [];
% end mdlUpdate
%
%=============================================================================
% mdlOutputs
% Return the block outputs.
%=============================================================================
%
function sys=mdlOutputs(t,X,u)
sys = [X(1); X(2); X(3); X(4); X(5); X(6); X(7); X(8); X(9)];
% end mdlOutputs
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%
%=============================================================================
% mdlGetTimeOfNextVarHit
% Return the time of the next hit for this block.  Note that the result is
% absolute time.  Note that this function is only used when you specify a
% variable discrete-time sample time [-2 0] in the sample time array in
% mdlInitializeSizes.
%=============================================================================
%
function sys=mdlGetTimeOfNextVarHit(t,X,u)
sampleTime = 1;    %  Example, set the next hit to be one second later.
sys = t + sampleTime;
% end mdlGetTimeOfNextVarHit
%
%=============================================================================
% mdlTerminate
% Perform any end of simulation tasks.
%=============================================================================
%
function sys=mdlTerminate(t,X,u)
sys = [];
% end mdlTerminate
%===========================================================================
%===========================================================================
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